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And I tell you, Lf you have the desfre for knowledge

and the power to glve 1t physlcal expresslon, go out and explore.

If you are a brave man you w111 do nothlng: ff you are fearful

you may do much, for none but cowards have need to Prove their

bravery. Sone w111 tell you that you are mad, and nearly aLI

wl1l say, trlthat Ls the use?tt For we aîe a natfon of shopkeepers'

and no shopkeeper w111 look at research which does not promJ.se

hin a fLnancial return wfthln a year. And so you wlll sledge

nearly alone, but those with whom you sledge w111 not be

shopkeepers: that fs worth a good deal-. If you march your

I{fnter Journeys you will have your reward, so long as all you

want ls a penguints .gg.

(From t'The hlorst Journey 1n the lJorldil by Apsley Cherry-Garrard)
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SI]MMARY

The main topic discussed ln thís thesis ís the dynanical behaviour

of the AntarcÈ1c summer Mesosphere, with enphasls on the prevaillng

winds and dlurnal and senidiurnal tldal osc11lations. The results

were taken at Mawson (68o5) durlng the 1981/1982 sunner using the

spaced antenna method and recordíng partial radlo reflections. The

Ínstallatlon of the system rúas undertaken by the author.

The experimental equipment was taken to Antarctlca from Townsvllle,

a 1ow latítude (19'S) site. Because of the nature of the síte, some

dlfficulties were experienced in establishing the system at Mawson and

the resulting data were of a somewhat poorer qualíty than those

obtalned at Torrmsville. This dífficulty was partially overcome by the

applfcatfon of data analysis technlques described in the thesis.

The most signiflcant results rrere obtafned 1n the 80 to 100 krn

range, where the data were contínuous for seven weeks. Observations

from lower helghts, and some effects of increased geomagnetic actlvity

are noted and dfscussed. PrevailLng wl-nds and tídaL osclllations are

compared wfth the relatively few recent results from simllar 1atítudes

and from models.

In additlon to the Antarctic results, the results obtaíned by the

author in Townsvllle and those obtained concurrently at Adelalde

duríng 1980 are compared and contrasted.
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1 INTRODUCTION.

l{índ measurements ín the mesosphere and lower thermosphere have

been made at a number of sítes for many years now, but there are severe

shortcomings in the spatial distribution of these results, âs most

observatíons are confined to míd-latitudes. In particular, although some

attempts have been made, no definítive studies of the large-scale dynamics

of these regíons ín the Antarctic have ever been made. The purpose of thís

thesis is to help rectífy that deficiency.

For the purposes of global modelling, measurements well-placed ín

tj-me and space are important. For the prevailing círculation, global

coverage ís necessary to ínvestígate latitudinal and longitudinal changes

and possíble hemíspheric differences in order to produce a consistent model

for the whole atmosphere.

As tídes in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere have amplítudes

comparable to those of the prevailíng circulatíon, their contribution to

the dynamic wínd fíelds are at least as important as that from the

prevailíng wind system. Moreover, tídal theory predicts that the modal

composítion of atmospheric tídes wíll change with latítude. In the case of

the propagating díurnal tide, it ís predícted to be dominant near the

equator and much weaker at hígher latitudes, where evanescent diurnal modes

are expected to prevaí1. The ídentífícation of which tída1 modes are

acting 1oca11y, can only be accomplíshed at present by observing the

concurrent tidal structure at an alternate site, ideally, ín the same

hemísphere, at the same longítude, and sufficiently well-spaced

latítudinally to a1low identification of the individual modes.
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Observations at high latitudes are necessary to determine, for example, the

modal composítíon at mid-latitudes, hrhere, for the diurnal tide, there is a

mixture of evanescent and propagating modes.

Regular wínd measurements have been carried out for many years at

Molodezhnaya (6805, 45oE) (Lysenko et al., L979), but these have been made

using the meteor technique with no height fínding equipment and the results

are referred to a mean height of 94 km. Elford and Murray (1960) carried

out meteor wind measurements during 1957 - 1959, but their results t¡/ere

restrícted by 1ow data rates. More recently, Fraser (L984a) presented the

first wind observatíons made s¡íth a spaced antenna system at Scott Base

(78oS, 16808), showing the prevailing zorral_ and meridional winds in the 70

to 100 km height range during December L982. Macleod and Vincent (1985)

have presented zorral- and meridíonal wind profiles from 60 to 100 km and

average diurnal and semídiurnal tídal structure from 70 to 100 km, for the

December 1981 - January 1982 períod at Mawson.

Frec clectrons, in sufficient concentratíons to affect the

passage of radío Í/aves, are present ín the atmosphere above about 60 km.

Irregularítíes ín refractive index occur throughout the atmosphere due to

fluctuations ín neutral aír density, but in the mesosphere and lower

thermosphere, changes in refractive index are accentuated by the presence

of free electrons. The observation of partial reflections from naturally

occurríng írregularitíes ín the presence of ionízation forms the basis of

the spaced antenna method. For consístency, and ín order to avoid any

ambiguity, the equipment used ín thís thesis will be referred to as a

Partial Reflectíon Winds (PRI.\I) system.
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The PRt'{ system used ín this work was previous ly instal led at

Townsví11e (19o40tS, 146o,54'E). As the author q¡as to install, operate and

maíntaín thís equipment at Mawson (67037'S 62o52'E) ín the Antarctj_c, its

operatíon ín Townsville yielded not only valuable 1ow latitude results, but

also necessary experience. These results from Townsville are partícu1ar1y

useful, because concurrent results from Adelaide (34038'S, 138037'E) r^/ere

obtaíned a1so. The prevailing circulation and tidal structure observed at

these 1ow, míd- and high latitude sites ís discussed ín detail in chapter 4

of thís thesis.

1. 1 The Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere.

Fígure 1.1 shows the typical variation of atmospheric temperature

with altítude below 200 km at mid-latitudes. The approximate boundaries of

atmospheric subregíons whích wí11 be referred to in the text are indicated.

If the temperature of the atmosphere decreases with increasing

altitude at a rate less than the adiabatic lapse rate (- 10oK km-1), a

rísírrg parcel of air will encounter a region warmer than itself and faII.

Such opposítion to vertícal motion wí11 reinforce the stable stratification

of the atmosphere. For an atmospheric region whose temperature decreases

at a rate greater than the adíabatic lapse rate, vertical motion will be

supported and the regíon wíll tend to be unstable. Examination of figure

1.1 shows that the mesosphere has a negatíve vertícal temperature gradient

and ís therefore arL intrínsically less stable regíon than the lower

thermosphere which has a posítíve vertícal temperature gradient.

The interaction of atmospheric tidal oscíl1ations with the

earth's magnetic field and. charged. partícles in the upper atmosphere causes
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electríc currents to flow. Thís is the atmospheríc dynamo and its effects

maxj-mize near 110 km. At non-polar latitudes, geomagnetic varíations due to

this current system, observed on the ground, are reasonably represented by

a thermally índuced component and a weaker gravítatíonally induced

component. Near the geomagnetic equator, the current flow ís larger than

that observed at mid latitudes because the effective conductívity ís

enhanced due to the horízontal geomagnetíc field. Thís current flow is the

equatoríal electrojet.

In polar regions, there ís an addítional solar variation, which

is driven by processes arísing ín the magnetosphere. During dísturbed

geomagnetic conditions, the increased conductívity due to particle

precipítatíon, ín conjunction wíth increased magnetospheríc electric

fields, gíves rise to the auroral electrojet. fn a recent study of the

relative ímportance of Joule heatíng and particle precipitation, Brekke

(1983) concluded that Joule heatíng appeared to be the more ímportant heat

source at hígh latitudes, because it is a more permanent feature and is

dístríbuted over a much larger area.

Apart from the relatívely sma11 contribution to the energy budget

from particle precipítation ard Joule heating at hígh 1atítudes,

differentíal solar heating of the atmosphere provides the overall drive for

the prevailíng círculatíon.

A good approximatíon to the observed prevailing zorra1- flow is

obtained íf the motíon is assumed to result from the balance between the

latitudinal pressure gradient and the Coriolís force. This ís the

geostrophic approximatíon and is valid at non-equatorial latítudes.
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In addítíon to prevaílíng winds, the most important forms of

motion which contribute to the total dynamic field of the atmosphere in and

below the mesosphere and lower thermosphere are: planetary qraves, tides and

gravíty r¡raves, and turbulence.

Planetary waves result from the varíation of the Coriolís force

with latítude; they are global in extent, and have periods greater than one

day. Quasi-statíonary planetary waves are strongly excited in the

troposphere. Duríng wínter, the vertical propagation of these q/aves gíves

rise to the sudden stratospheríc warmings observed in the northern

hemisphere, and to signíficant variabílity of zonal winds in the

mesosphere. In summer, the vertícal propagation of these T¡¡aves is severely

attenuated by the westward flow which prevails in the stratosphere during

that season.

Nevertheless, planetary hrave actívity in the mesosphere and

lower thermosphere has been found to maximize ín summer (Craig and Elford,

1981; Manson et â1., 1982; Vincent,1984b). It is generally assumed that

these oscíllations are caused by Rossby gravity normal modes forced ín the

lower atmosphere. At hígher levels, these modes are evanescent except in

certaín regions where the prevaíling winds and meridional temperature

gradients may cause them to be 1oca1ly propagating (Víncent, 1985). The

background wínd and temperature structures of the stratosphere and

mesosphere during solstíce condítíons are such that there ís a magnifíed

vertical growth ín the amplítudes of these modes in the summer hemisphere

(Sa1by, 1981, 1984). Hemíspheríc differences have been noted for the quasi

2-day r{ave (Rodgers and Prata, 1981), wíth results from the southern
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hemisphere (Craíg et al. , 1980) índicating that the amplitude of the

merídional component ís approximately twice as large as that observed ín

the northern hemísphere.

In a stably stratifíed isothermal atmosphere, dísplacement of a

parcel of aíx in the vertícal direction is accompaníed by art oppositely

directed buoyancy force. The subsequent oscíl1ation of the aít parcel

around íts mean posítion gives ríse to internal gravity qraves. The

generation of tídes wí11 be discussed shortly, but they are essentíaIly

forced large-sca1e gravity r{/aves, which are influenced by the Coriolís

force, and whose períods are submultiples of the solar or lunar day. After

generatíon, in the absence of dissípatíon, gravity $¡ave and tidal

oscíllatíons grord exponentially as they propagate vertically upwards ín

order to maíntain a constant energy flux density.

In the context of this work, the most important property of

gravíty waves ís theír abí1íty to transport horizontal momentum vertically

from their source (normally the troposphere) to the mesosphcre and lower

thermosphere. This has profound effects on the prevaíling círculation and

will be díscussed in the next section.

The characterístícs and behaviour of atmospheric tides are major

themes of thís thesis and therefore warrant a more than cursory díscussíon.

Thís wíll be undertaken presently, after the prevailing circulatíon has

been díscussed.

Turbulence is too random to be treated as an ordered phenomenon.

Below the turbopause, which occurs at altítudes near 100 km, the atmosphere
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ís always potentially turbulent, as wínd shears or unstable temperature

profiles can often generate turbulence. Important processes which occur in

the lower atmosphere as a result of turbulence are: the míxíng of

atmospheric constituents (thls ís largely responsible for the homogeneous

composition of the atmosphere below the turbopause), the deposition of

mechanícal energy into the atmosphere as heat, and increased rates of

díffusion. Above the turbopause, momentum, constituent, and heat transport

take place by molecular rather than turbulent processes. Turbulence

probably plays an important role in the production of the partially

reflecting írregularities observed in thís experiment, and in that context

ít will be discussed in chapter 3.

1.2 The Prevai-1ing Circulation.

The vüay in which the ímportant elements of the prevailing

círculatíon knít together can be effectively illustrated by examíning the

features of símp1e model results and comparing them to the observed

structure. Fígure L.2 (Ge11er, 1983) shows the latitudinal temperature

structure up to 90 km during solstice conditions which results if ít is

assumed that local solar heating ís exactly balanced by 1ocal infrared.

cooling, and the mean zonal geostrophic wínds whích would result. Due to

the lgg.o"a.ophíc approximation at equatorial latítudes,

wínd values are not given wíthin +2Oo of the equator.

Positíve zona1- winds are westerly, that is from the west to the

east, and negative zonal wínds are easterly, or, from the east to the v¡est.

Positive meridional wínds (southerlies) blow toward the north, whí1e

negative meridíonal wínds (northerlies) blow toward the south. As the
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thermal structure shown in figure 1

equílibríum, the resulti-ng zonal flow

no meridíonal or vertical motion.

2 represents a state of radiatíve

ís perfectly balanced, and there ís

Figure 1.3 (Barnett and Corney, 1985) shows the observed

latitudínal temperature profile and the resulting mean zonaL geostrophíc

winds (agaín, an inappropríate approxímation at equatoríal latítudes) for

January, from ground level up to about B0 km. Above the 30 mb 1eve1, the

temperature values were obtaíned from sate1líte data. The vertíca1

coordinates of fígure 1.3 are ín 1og pressure units, but the bracketed

quantitíes shown accompanying some of the pressure levels are values of

geometric heíght obtained from a table of mean heights of constant pressure

levels ín the southern hemisphere - Koshelkov (1985).

Comparj-son of the temperature dístributions shown ín figures 1.2

and 1.3 shows that purely radiative considerations do not accurately model

the observed temperature structure. Near 80 km for example, the wínter

mesosphere is observed to be warmer than the summer mesosphere. Comparison

of the zona1 mean geostrophic winds shows that the radíatíve model of

figure 1.2 produces mesospheric winds which are too strong, and whose jets

do not close as observed.

During solstice conditions, heating and cooling effects maximíze

near the stratopause, with net heating near the summer pole and net cooling

near the winter po1e. Above, a single thermally direct cell results, wíth

rísing motíon ín the summer hemisphere and sinking motion in the winter

hemisphere. These vertical motions cause adiabatíc cooling and heating in

the summer and winter mesosphere respectively and are primaríly responsíble
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for the observed temperature structure. A compensating meridíonal flow is

directed from the summer pole to the wínter pole. The Coríolis force

ínteracts with this merídional flow to produce an eastward acceleration in

the winter hemísphere and a westward acceleratíon ín the summer hemísphere.

AÈ the equínoxes, there is ri-síng motion at the equator, poleward flow ín

both hemispheres, and subsídence near both poles.

Some of Èhese features r^rere successfully modelled by Murgatroyd

and Síngleton (1961), who calculated the meridional circulation required to

transport heat between the radíatíve sinks and sources ín the stratosphere

and mesosphere. Thís model had no provision for the balance of angular

momentum, and the zorLai- components índuced from the interactíon between the

calculated meridional flow and Corío1ís effects hlere in the q/rong sense

when compared to the observed behavíour.

Leovy (1964) studied the momentum budget of the mesosphere

theoretícally, and found that substantial mechanícal dissipation [^/as

required to prevent the Coriolís force of the radiatively driven mean

merídional circulatíon from generating excessively sErong zonal- flows.

Leovy produced a model in whích eddy momentum fluxes and the heat deríved

from them hrere represented by constant Rayleigh friction and Newtonían

coolíng coeffícients. Hís results showed qualitative agreement with

observed solstice conditions. Improvements to the radiative heatíng

formulation and the use of height dependent Rayleigh friction terms lead to

models whích produce more realistíc wínd fields (Schoeberl and Strobel,

1978; Holton and flehrbein, 1980), but the use of such coefficients can only

reduce the mean wind to zero and are unable to simulate the observed mean

zoîal- wínd reversals in the lower thermosphere.
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The heíght dependent Rayleígh frictíon coeffícíent qias used by

Holton and !{ehrbeín in order to símulate the strong mechanícal dissípation

thought to exíst near the mesopause due to breakíng tides (Lindzen, L967)

and gravity hraves (Hodges, 1969). In a study of the role of wavebreakíng

in the mesosphere, Líndzen (1981) found that Rayleigh fríction was not a

suítable parameterízatí.on fox the effects of t{Iave breaking on the mean

f1ow.

Líndzen (19S1) examíned the results of rocket observations, whích

suggested that gravity waves with vertical wavelengths of less than about

15 km might attain suffícíent amplitudes ín the mesosphere to produce

layers with superadiabatíc lapse rates. Convective overturning of these

layers would generate turbulence, and by limíting the growth of [¡/ave

amplítude (often ca1led saturation), would also cause a dívergence of the

vertical momentum flux, leading to a net zonal drag force. The suggestíons

for parameLerízation of zonal drag and eddy diffusion effects proposed by

Lindzen (1981) v/ere tested ín model calculatíons by Holton (1982), and

produced realístíc mean zorLa1- winds in the mesosphere and zonal wind

reversals above the mesoPause.

Sínce the work of Lindzen (1981), a number of studies (Holton

(1982), Matsuno (1982), Weínstock (1982 a,b), Fritts (1984)) have addressed

the problem of gravity Ì{ave saturation and its effect on the mean momentum

budget, but the theoretical predictions are diffícu1t to quantify, as

observatíonal studíes of the spectral distributíon of gravíty q/aves are

scarce
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A spectrum of gravity waves propagating vertically upwards will

have some of its members removed by critical level ínteractions' when their

phase speeds are equal to the background flow speed. It can be expected

that the phase speeds of most gravity waves wíll be very small ín the

regíon of generation, and as most gravity wave activity originates ín the

troposphere, the rarlge of phase speeds will be roughly confined to the

range of tropospheric wind speeds.

The seasonal variation of wind structure observed ín the

atmosphere ís such that at mid-latitudes during winter, only those gravity

r{aves wíth zonal phase speeds less than about 10 ms-l can be allowed ínto

the mesosphere, whí1e in summer the zona! phase speed of a gravity wave

must exceed about 20 t"-1 or more before it can propagate into the

mesosphere. Gravíty wave activity in the mesosphere is therefore expected

to maxímize ín winter, and has been observed to do so (Lindzen, 1981;

Balsley et 41. , 1933) . In addition, due to the lower phase speeds

associated vríth gravity waves propagating into the mesosphere during

winter, it can be expected that wavebreakíng effects should be evident at

lower heights than they would be ín summer. The seasonal varíatíon in the

minímum height of radio reflectíons observed by Balsley et aI. (1980),

from 50 km in wínter to 70 km in summer, provides indírect evidence that

such processes are in operation.

1.2.I The Southern Hemisphere.

In a recent r¡¡ork, Manson et aI . (1985) have discussed the

prevailíng circulation of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere from

observations made with varíous radar systems during the last decade.
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Although the distribution of these radars is not global, the results have

demonstrated that there are seasonal, latitudínal, longítudína1 and

hemíspheríc dífferences. In addition, sígnificant variation between these

results and the widely-used models CIRA 72 and Groves (L969) have been

noted. For the purposes of this thesís, the most perti-nent examples of the

prevaí1ing circulatíon are those from Manson et a1. (1985) for Townsville

and Adelaide, and are shown in figure 1.4.

The maín features of the zonal profiles are the strong eastward

flow at most altítudes during winter months, and the descent of a westward

flowíng regime, beginníng in winter near 100 km, domínatíng the summer wínd

field below about 85 km, and peaking ín míd-summer near 70 km.

Zonal wínds observed at Adelaide tend to be Iargex overa11, and

in winter, more varíab1e than those at Townsville. Latitudinal differences

are seen ín the strength and position of the eastward wínter jet, which for

Adelaíde, ís stronger and lower than that at Townsville. Also the tímíng

of the descent of the westward belt varies at each locatíon. This can be

seen by the observation of the zero value contour line on the zonal plots

of figure 1,4. At Townsville, this contour line is close to 95 km at the

beginning of August and near 75 km at the end of that month. At Adelaide,

the same range ís covered by the zero contour line from the beginníng of

September to the end of October. A similar effect can be seen at 80 km and

below for the summer/autumn transítion. Although the spring transítion

occurs later at Adelaíde, the return to eastward flow above 84 km in

spring/summer occurs very close to the same períod at Townsville. AÈ

Townsville, v/estu/ard wínds are observed between 76 and 94 km during March.
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From the merídíonal profiles of figure I.4, it can be seen that,

unlíke the zorla1- wínds, there ís 1íttle dífference in the magnitudes of

meridional wínds at each latítude; values rarely exceed lOms-1.

Above 85 km at Townsvílle, poleward flow is observed at

íncreasing altitudes from 85 km to 98 km during the autumn months. For most

of winter, the altitude of the transitíon between poleward and equatorward

flow remaíns steady near 98 km. From late winter to the míddle of spring,

the descent of the height of poleward flow closely reflects the ascent

observed in autumn.

Below 85 km, equatorward flow is observed at Townsville from

March until the end of April between 72 and 84 km. During May and June,

equatorward flow ís confined to a narrow region centred near 80 km. From

mid-Ju1y to the end of August, equatorward flow is observed below 80 km,

Equatorward flow i-s also evident below 70 km at the beginning of October

and risíng ín altitude with time to peak near 80 km in mid-summer.

The meridional results for Adelaide show some features sími1ar to

those at Townsví11e, but the changes are more rapid and extensíve. A

region of equatorward flow occurs duríng April in the region 72 to 86 km,

and there ís equatorward flow below 72 kn in August similar to the

behavíour at Townsvílle. Apart from these excursions, poleward flow

dominates thís mid-1atítude region below 90 km for all seasons of the year

except summer. Above 90 km, poleward flow occurs during April and May up

to 100 km.
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Equatorward flow descends from 100 km at the begínning of wínter

to 90 km ín the middle of spring, then a rapíd transítíon occurs ín whích

equatorward flow ís observed at all 1evels above about 70 km. A swift

reversion to poleward flow at most altitudes occurs near the end of summer.

A complete descriptíon of the prevaílíng winds in the Australían

sector of the southern hemísphere cannot be accomplished without results

from higher latitudes. Vincent (1984b) has produced a southern latitudinal

cross-sectíon of the prevailing wind systems ín the 60 to 100 km altítude

range Íor January (summer), shown here in fígure 1.5. Results used to

produce these profiles are from Townsville and Adelaide in Australía,

Christchurch ín New Zealand, and Mawson and Scott Base ín Antarctica' The

data from Mawson are discussed ín more detail in this thesís.

The maín features of figure 1.5, are the strong westward flowing

jet near 40oS at an altitude close to 70 km, and the apparent upward tí1t

of the jet wíth increasíng latítude. The meridional wínds of fígure 1.5

show systematic varíation with latitude, with maximum values of about 15

r"-1 r."r 80 km at míd-latítudes, with most of the flow being equatorward,

away from the summer po1e. There ís a weak poleward flow evident ín fígure

1.5 below B0 km. At these lower heights, observations are generally

restricted to less than 12 hours per day, and may contain some unresolved

diurnal tídal component which would have signifícant effects on the small

values of observed meridional winds.

Recently, Koshelkov (1983 , 1984, 1985) has publíshed studíes

which are directed towards the provisíon of ímproved models of atmospheríc

parameters, includíng mear- zorlal wínds, in the 25 to 80 km height range of
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the southern hemisphere. The mean zortal winds of Koshelkovts model fox

January show agreement wíth regard to the location of the summer jet at

mid-latitudes, but the wínd profíles are approximately 5 km lower than

those of fígure 1.5. This dífference could be attributed to the fact that

Koshelkovrs model has been constructed from relatively sma1l amounts of

data above 60 km.

Qualitatively, the maín features of the prevailing zonal and

meridional círculations and their varíatíon with latitude are quite simí1ar

ín both hemispheres. In both mid-latitude regions, the timing and rapídíty

of equínoctial changes are generally observed to be consistent from one

year to the next at any particular site"

The most sígníficant difference between the prevaí1ing

circulations of both hemispheres ís the stronger flow observed at all

latítudes ín the southern hemisphere (e.g. Hirota et ê1., 1983),

particularly in wínter (Koshelkov, 1985) and above 90 km (Vincent, 1985).

1.3 Atmospheric Tídes.

Atmospheríc tídes are driven by solar heating or by gravítational

forces due to the sun or moon. The heatíng is due to insolation absorptíon

by ozone and water vapour below 70 km, and by UV and EUV absorption in the

lower thermosphere. The solar gravitatíonal component is small compared to

its thermal counterpart and very dífficult to distinguish. Although lunar

semidiurnal varíations in the thermosphere may be as large as 20% of the

solar component (Forbes, 1982b) , the contribution of gravitationally

induced tídes to the total tidal budget in the mesosphere and lower

thermosphere will not be considered in thís study. A detailed account of
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the generatíon and characteristícs of gravítational tides ís gíven by

Chapman and Líndzen (1970). Non-migratíng tides, which may be excited by

topographical features or longitudína1 varíatíons in ozone or \¡later vapour

dístríbutíons, may also contribute significantly to the observed tidal

budget, A díscussíon of thermally excíted non-migrating tídes has been

presented by Kato et a1. (1982).

1.3. 1 Classical Tída1 Theory.

In tclassical' tidal theory (Chapman and Lindzen, I97Oi Groves,

I982a) it ís assumed that tídal oscillations can be regarded as línearízed

perturbatíons on a statíc, ínviscíd atmosphere. Under these conditions,

the governíng equatíon ís separable, and gíves rise to vertical and

latítudinal structure equations. The latitudinal structure ís governed by

Laplace's tídal equation; its assocíated eigensolutíons, or modes, are the

Hough functíons. The vertícal structure of each mode is defined by the

corresponding eigenvalues, or equivalent depths. Negative equivalent

depths correspond to evanescent modes which aÍe attenuated outside their

regíon of excitatíon. Diurnal modes may be symmetric or anti symmetríc.

Symmetríc and antisymmetríc modes are expected for the semidiurnal

oscíllations, but ín classíca1 theory, equivalent depths of all semidíurnal

modes are posítíve, thus excluding evanescence.

to represent tídes resultíng from solar and

A wave family may be represented by Sl, where

s ís the longitudinal vrave number, an integer representing the number of

nodes around a círcle of latitude, and t/, t" the period of oscillatíon ín

terms of the mean solar day. Indivídual wave modes may be specífíed in the

S and L are used

lunar effects respectively.
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form S: , where n denotes the particular wave mode, or the particular
À r['

member of a tlave famíly. In general, the larger the value of n, the more

complex the latitudínal structure of the indivídual mode will be- If n is

positive, the indívidual mode is propagatíng, if n is negative, the mode is

evanescent. In this thesís, tides wí1l be specified in the form (s,n), so

that symmetric diurnal modes are (1,1), (1,3),..., and (I,-2), (1,-4),"',

and antisymmetric modes are (I,2), (1 ,4),, . . , and (1, -1), (1, -3),' ' '

Symmetric semj-diurnal modes are (2,2) , (2,4) , . . . , and antisymmetric

semidíurnal modes are (2,3), (2,5),...

Hough functions and velocíty expansion functions for some

important díurnal and semidiurnal modes, from Forbes (1982 a, b)' are shown

ín figures 1.6 and \.7 to íllustrate the variation ín tidal behaviour with

latítude predícted by classícal theory. Rotation with time of the total

tída1 wínd vector results from phase differences between zorlal and

meridíonal components. In the northern hemisphere, to which figures 1.6

and I.7 apply, the meridional component generally leads the zon,al-

component, so that the total tída1 wind vector rotates in a clockwise

directíon when viewed from above. For the southern hemisphere, a reversal

of sign of the meridional component causes the tidal wínd vector to rotate

ín an anticlockwise direction. From figure 1.6, the characteristics of the

predícted diurnal tíde at a partícular latitude are evident. At latitudes

less than about 30o, the diurnal tide contains a large propagating (1,1)

component. At mid-latitudes, the díurnal tide is a mixture of propagating

and evanescent modes. At high latítudes, the diurnal tide contains a large

evanescent contríbution. In fi-gure 1,7, the latitudinal variation of the

semidiurnal tide is indícated. At all latitudes a mixture of symmetríc and
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asymmetríc modes is apparent, with the amplítude of the semídíurnal tide

maximízíng at míd- to high latitudes.

Chapman and Lindzen (1970) neglected seasonal and latitudína1

variations ín the heating rates due to ozorle and water vapour. Differences

ín the vertical heatíng structures wíth season, latitude, and tídal períod

v/ere revealed by Hong and Lindzen (1976), Forbes and Garrett (1978)'

l{alterscheid et al. (1980) and Bernard (198la). Fígure 1.8 provídes a

good example of the recent ímprovements made in the development of more

realístíc thermal excitation models.

Shown in figure 1.8 are height profíles of the Hough components

of heating due to ozone and water vapour for the (2'2) mode from Groves

(1983). Included fox comparíson in the fígure are the heatíng profiles

used by Chapman and Línð,zen. The ozorLe heating profile fox October has

been omitted from figure 1.8, as ít ís very similar to that for April

(Groves, 1983). It can be seen that Groves' results are smaller at most

lcve1s than the heatíng profiles used by Chapman and Lindzen. Groves has

produced díurnal and semid.íurnal heating profiles for various symmetríc and

antísymmetric modes whích result from the absorption of solar radiatíon by

ozorle (Groves, 1982b) and v/ater vapour (Groves, 7982c). These heating

profiles ínclude varíations due to latitude and season. The maximum ín

heatíng due to r^rater vapour for any particular mode occurs near or below

10 km, decreasing ín amplítude and height of maximum $/ith íncreasíng

latítude. In Groves' calculations for heating due to water vapour, the

effects of clouds and longítudína1 dependences arre included. For ozorre

heating, Groves notes that observational data is limited above 55 km and at
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high latitudes, and while considerable asymmetry in the total ozone content

between hemíspheres has been observed (e.g. Teitelbaum and Cot, I979)'

there are stíl1 ínsuffícíent results with regard to the vertical

distríbution of ozoÍLe to perform a comparative analysis '

I.3.2 Non-classical Tidal Mode1líng.

For many purposes, classical tidal theory provides an adequate

description of tída1 behaviour. In particular, the magnitude of the solar

diurnal and semídiurnal surface pressure variations and many features of

the diurnal tíde ín the mesosphere are accounted for reasonably well by

classical theory. At levels above about 70 km however, the effects of a

variety of physíca1 processes which are not considered in classícal theory,

such as: background winds, merídional temperature gradients, víscosity,

thermal conductivity and íonízatíon, must be íncorporated into theoretical

studíes. The ínclusion of these effects into classícal tidal theory

normally renders the relevant equatíons inseparable, demanding a numerícaI

or non-classical approach for theír solutions. A comprehensive review of

non-classical models has been presented by Forbes and Garrett (I979). More

recent developments ín the theoretical modelling of atmospheric tides have

been reviewed by Forbes (1984).

One of the first methods used to model the effects of vertícal

temperature structure and molecular dissipatíon, involved the use of arL

equívalent gravity wave (Lindzen, I97O; Richmond, 1975), which was chosen

so that its vertíca1 structure matched that of the tidal mode under

ínvesti-gatíon. It was argued by Lindzen that at the equator, the vertical

structure of an equívalent gravity l¡¡ave on a non-rotating plane
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approxímated that of the tidal mode in a viscous atmosphere. Forbes and

Hagan (I979) later developed a rotating-plane analogue of Lindzenrs model.

This latter formalism was used by Forbes (I982a) to compute the (1,1) tidal

fíelds of his extensíve model of the solar diurnal tide,

As is the case for gravíty waves in general, tidal modes with the

shortest vertical wavelengths and lowest frequencies are attenuated by

dissipative processes at the lowest altitudes. The most effectíve

dissipative forces ín the mesosphere and lower thermosphere are not the

most effectíve at higher levels. fn addition, both regions contain certain

sources of tidal energyr caused by the ínsolation absorption of water

vapour and ozone ín the lower, and by the absorption of EV and EUV in the

upper. For these reasons, theoretical tidal studies have normally dealt

with each region separately. Between about 80 and 120 km, tídal structure

ís sensítive to many atmospheric features that most studies can only

approximate in a general manner. The most comprehensíve theoretícal models

currently available are those of Forbes, which cover the altitude range

0 to 400 km for both diurnal (Forbes , I982a) and semídiurnal (Forbes,

1982b) tides.

Below 100 km, diurnal modes are excited almost exclusively ín

situ, as they are eíther trapped near the leve1 of excitation, or they

propagate wíth such short vertical wavelengths that they are severely

attenuated near 100 km. Forbes (I982a) notes that the greatest

j-nconsistencíes between observations and theory occur in the 80 to 100 km

region for the díurnal tíde. For the purposes of this thesís, it is

ímportant to consider what processes might be responsible for such

variatíon.
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At 1ow latitudes, the generation of turbulence due to the

breakdown of the (1,1) mode (Lindzen and B1ake, I97I; Líndzen and Forbes,

1983) ís like1y to cause varíabílity. At míd-latitudes, the magnitudes of

the propagatíng and trapped in situ tides are comparable ín the B0 to

100 km region. Forbes (I982a) has pointed out that these modes can add

vectoríal1y to produce a varíety of amplitude structures if there are small

changes of phase between individual modes.

It is generally assumed that diurnal modes are relatívely

unaffected by background wínds in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere due

to their relatively hígh phase speeds when compared to typícal values of

zoîaI wínd. Forbes (I982a) has suggested that at mid- to high latitudes,

the presence of background wínds *"yr lead to changes ín the vertical

wavelength and phase of the (1,1) mode; a process he cal1s mode distortíon.

Vial and Teítelbaum (1984) have proposed that a similar process, resulting

from the effects of turbulent diffusion on the (1,1) mode, may account for

the annual varíation ín vertícal wavelength of the díurnal ti-de observed at

mid-latítudes. In additíon, VíaI and Teítelbaum suggest that at hígh

latítudes, turbulent díffusj-on causes the vertícal wavelength of the (1'1)

mode to increase to such an extent, that experimental data which have been

ínterpreted as beíng due to evanescent modes, may in fact be due to the

'distortedt (1,1) mode.

For semídiurnal tides, a major portion of dírect thermal forcing

goes into the (2,2) mode. Exponential growth of thís mode is interrupted

between 50 and 70 km not only because the background thermal structure

tends to make the mode evanescent, but also because ín the presence of
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background wínds and merídional temperature gradients, higher order modes

are generated from the (2,2) mode by mode coupling (Lindzen and Hong, 1974l,

Walterscheíd and Venkateswaren) I979; i{alterscheid et â1., 1980). At the

100 km leve1, Forbes (1982b) estimates that the largest contributor to the

semídíurnal tíde is the (2,4) mode, with some contributions from the (2,5)

and (2,2) modes. Forbes (1984) emphasises the difficulties ín theoretical

modelling of the semidiurnal tíde in the 80 to 100 km region, where slight

relatíve phase shifts between the several modes which wíl1 normally be

present, can lead to considerable changes in phase of the total semidiurnal

tide from day to day and wíth respect to latitude and height.

1.3.3 Observed Variabílíty of Tides.

Recent observational studies (Bernard, 198la; Ahmed and Roper,

1983; Manson et al. 1983; Manson and Meek, L984a) have revealed that at

mid-latitudes, both the semidiurnal and diurnal tides exhibit strong

seasonal variations which may be amenable to theoretical modelling. At the

90 km 1eve1, the semidíurnal tide has the largest (>100 km) vertical

wavelength ín summer and the smallest (<50 km) vertical wavelength in

wínter, wíth relatívely swíft transitions from one regime to the other

observed ín most years during the equinoxes. Although the diurnal tide at

the same 1eveI ís much less regular, the shortest vertícal wavelengths are

observed duríng wínter (Manson and Meek, 1984a). Manson and Meek (1984a)

suggest that better agreement between observation and theory would result

if the influence of asymmetríc modes hrere to be larger in the theoretical

models. Marked asymmetry between tidal oscí1lations at the geographically

conjugate sites of Kyoto (36oN) and Adelaide (3605) has been noted by Aso

and Vincent (1982).
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In experímental studies, ít ís conventional to treat observed

oscillations with periods of 24 and 12 hours as tidal winds, and to use the

slope of the phase varíatíon wíth heíght over an observed heíght ínterval

to estimate vertícal wavelengths. In this manner, it is often difficult to

unambiguously identify domínant tidal modes, as this and similar studies

axe generally restricted to a relatively narrohr height range, and it is

necessary to extrapolate outsíde that range to estímate vertíca1

wavelengths. The best agreement wíth theory ís generally found when the

observatíonal results are averaged over a month or more, so that much of

the normally observed day-to-day variabílity is excluded. As major changes

to tídal strucÈures observed during equinoxes are known to occur on a

regular basis over shorter períods than a month, processes which cause

shorter-term variabí1íty than those already díscussed, are likely to be

important features of future theoretíca1 tídal studies.

The tíme scales over which the changes ín tídal structure occur

during equínoxes are not reflected ín the slower variation of background

wínd and temperature (Forbes, 1984). This leadÉForbes to conclude that

seasonal tídal characterístícs are more strongly assocíated wíth variatíons

in thermal forcíng than in mean wínds and meridional temperature gradíents,

and that mode coupling may be less important as a source of day-to-day

varíabí1ity than previ-ously supposed. The couplíng between varíations ín

background atmospheríc structure and the semidiurnal tide has been

discussed by Bernard (1981b)r hrho suggested that non-migrating modes as

large as 50% of the primary tídal amplitudes may result from the

ínteractíon, and could also be responsible for observed longitudínal phase

differences. Walterscheíd (1981) has proposed a mechanísm ín whích the
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imposed semidíurna1 oscillatíon may

gravíty q¡aves and thereby introduce

semídiurnal frequency (a pseudotide)

confírm l{alterscheíd t s predictions .

modulate the momentum deposition of

close to the

have yet to

a secondary oscillatíon

Experimental results

The variabilíty of the semídiurnal tide was examined by Bernard

(1981b), hrho concluded that ít could be described as a combinatíon of three

effects: varíation of the relative amplítude or phase of the maín tide over

periods longer than 5 days, shorter tíme scale variation due to 1ocal

effects, and longítudínal varíations due to non-so1ar mígratíng modes.

Bernard estimated the time necessary for a tidal mode to establísh

stationaríty around the earth by equating it to the travel tíme of an

equivalent gravity ¡4lave. In thís vüay Bernard argued that if the

stationarity hypothesis held for main tidal modes on tíme scales of a week

or more, it could not be maintained for higher order modes and shorter tíme

scales, as the time taken for an equivalent gravity wave to travel around

the earth increases as the vertical wavelength decreases. In thís scheme,

stationaríty for diurnal modes could not be established under 10 days and

this could explain the strong short-term variability of the diurnal tíde.

Local effects such as latent heat release associated with daíly

variatíons ín tropícal raínfal1 (Lindzen, 1978), and at high latitudes,

geomagnetic effects duríng actíve solar periods, arre also likely to cause

variabílity, but untíl more comprehensive observations on the short-term

variatíon in $rater vapour and ozone distributions are forthcomíng, ít ís

not possíb1e to be more precíse about which processes are- the most

important contributors to the short-term varíabí1ity of tídal structure'
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1.4 Contents of the Thesís.

In the preceding díscussion, it was pointed out that the region

in whích the largest discrepancies between theory and observation exist, ís

the region between 80 and 100 km. The PRW method is particularly suitable

fox wínd observations ín this heíght range, as the partí41ly reflecting

irregularitíes upon which this method depends are most prevalent in thaÈ

range.

In the second chapter, the details of the constructíon of the

spaced antenna system at Mawson, and a description of íts operation will be

given. In chapter 3, partially reflecting irregularities, and the methods

used to estimate their lnorízontal velocities are briefly discussed, then

the performance of the system in the Antarctic is compared to the

performance of sími1ar systems at other sites. Chapter 3 concludes wíth

discussíons of the echo distríbution observed at Mawson, the need f.ot

íncoherent averagíng to extend the relatively sparse results, and the

prevailíng winds observed over the whole observation period.

Results for the whole acquisition period are presented first in

chapter 4 ar.d are followed by a week by week dj-scussion of the prevailing

t¡índs and tidal structures ín order to demonstrate the underlying

transítíons in each system over the period of observation. This same

approach has been adopted for the results obtained at Townsville and

Adelaide whích fo11ow.

Conclusions and future recommendations are presented in Chapter

5
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2 EQUIPMENT.

The PRI{ system used ín this r¡/ork was designed specifically for

operation at a remote low-latitude síte. It was installed at Townsvílle in

I976. Space limítatíons and logistics meant that transmitting and

receiving antennas had to be simple, easy to transport, and easy to

maíntaín. The electronics whích controlled the transmission and reception

of sígnals rr/ere located ín a caravan. Four dipoles Í/ere used for

transmíssíon and three pairs of crossed dípoles were used for receptíon. A

sketch of the confíguratíon used at Townsville is given in figure 2'1.

Begínning in July of 1980, the author spent approximately 2

months at Townsví11e ín order to obtain low-latitude results, and to

familíaríze himself with the constructíon and operatíon of the system. At

the end of thís period, the system e/as dismantled by the author and

transported to Adelaide, vúhere it was overhauled and checked. Finally it

was dísmantled agaínr packed and díspatched to Melbourne, from where ít was

shipped to Antarctíca.

2.1 Aerial Array Sítes in the Antarctíc.

The configuration used in Townsville could not be used at Mawson

for varíous reasons. The Townsville site was flaÈ and relatively spacious,

and all anchorage points consísted of steel hoops embedded ín concrete and

fíxed in earth. In the Antarctic space qras very limited, the surface l¡/as

extremely rugged and all anchorage points had to be secured in rock.

Necessary modifícations made to the equípment contributed to an overall

decrease ín the sígnal to noise ratío of the Mawson configuration. The

difficulties encountered at Mawson and the methods used to overcome them ín



Rece iver DiPoIe -€

Transmitter Dipol

Feeder Line

165 m

+I.¡2+

Caravan containing
transmitter and
receiver electronics

Figure 2.1 Townsville conf iguration of PRf'l antennae '
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order to produce an experímental system suitable and sufficiently robust

for Antarctic conditíons will now be díscussed. Figure 2.2 shows a sketch

of Mawson base duríng 1981/1982 on which is shown the approximate posítions

of the transmittíng and receiving arrays. Due to the limíted usable area

avaílable for this experiment and to prevent interference wj-th normal base

communications, the transmítting and receiving arrays had to be erected at

dífferenÈ sítes. Fígure 2.3 is at aeríaI photograph of the Mawson base,

taken early in L982, ín which the transmittíng and receiving sites are

vísíb1e.

2.I.1, Transmítting Array Site.

When the sites allocated to the PRI{ experiment !ùere examined, ít

I4ras found that the transmítting dipole supporting tower in the south-east

corner of the proposed síte was ín a melt lake. For the major part of the

year (from March to December) this lake was f.rozen. Also the towers on the

eastern side of the proposed transmíËting array site were so close to the

sea, that they could not be adequately guyed.

An alternate site was sought, but several factors compounded the

situation. It r,üas not possible to shift the arrays too f.ar from their

designated posítions because there was not enough matería1 on hand to

physically link all the parts together. The transmíttíng síte, in

partícu1ar, had to be âs close to horízontal as possíble to a11ow the

transmitted beam to be dírected vertically upwards. The transmitting array

I^Ias finally sited 10 m from the allocated site aì-ong a líne 72o east of

south (geographic). Fígure 2.4 is an aerial photograph of the transmitting

array síte taken early ín 1982 aftex completion of the PR\{ system.
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Fígure 2.3 Aerial photograph of Mawson base taken 1n early 1982





Figure 2.4 Aerial photograph of the transmlttlng array site taken
in early 1982, after the completion of the PRIü systen.
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The transmittíng towers hrere normally erected at a height of 30

m. After inspectíon of simíIar towers in the Antarctic and the experience

of a blízzard it was clear that i-f. the towers h¡ere erected at their full

heíght usíng the standard rígging, ít would be fortunate indeed if they

remaíned upríght for very long. There was insufficient material to re-rig

the whole atray.

The transmitting towers hrere telescopic in that their top two

sectíons slíd down into the bottom section. The transmitter dipoles r^rere

attached to 3 m sections of tower q¡hich were bolted on top. A collapsed

tower wíth the dipole support stood approxímately 13 m hígh. It was at

this height that the towers $/ere erected. Figure 2.5 ís a photograph taken

after completion of the system, and shows a view looking from south of the

transmíttíng arîay approximately towards geographic north. The dipole

shown is the westernmost one, that is, the one closest to the base

transmitter hut.

The effect of lowering the height of the transmitting dipoles qras

to broaden the transmítted beam. Thís and the use of only single receiving

dípoles at each receíver site contributed to an overall reduction ín the

signal to noise ratio of the Mawson installation.

2.1.2 Receiving Array Site.

The receívíng array site vrras

circumstances each receívíng

dipoles. The receívíng síte

very cluttered. Under normal

consísted of crossed half-wave

store constructíon material and

receiver site (designated 1 ín

antenna used for base radío

array element

was used to

had access roads runni-ng through

fígure 2.2) úras very close to

it. One

a large



Figure 2 5 The \úesternmost trarismitting dipole, lookl-ng
approximately towards geographl-c north.
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reception. Consequently ít hras not possible to erect crossed receíver

dipoles with the same orientation at these sítes and síngle half-çvave

dípoles had to suffíce. A víew, looking roughly westward, of receíver 1 ís

shown in fígure 2.6. The receiver 1 centre pole is the slender pole to the

left on the photograph.

2.2 Constructíon ín the Antarctíc

The Australian bases are at present undergoíng a 1-atge

construction program to upgrade facilíties. This program wíll take many

years. Most outside construction takes place in the summer. For thís

reason, the normal complement at Mawson (about 30 people) klas more than

doubled during the summer. As supply ships came ín, they had to be

unloaded. This had to be done as quickly as possíble, in case of bad

weather, so everybody helped.

Materíals and supplies are brought to Mawson only duríng the

summer months. If any particular items are required after the latter part

of summer, they must be manufactured at the base. All of the fíttings for

the PRtrI arrays were made by the author. Their manufacture and ínsta11atíon

took several months.

As materials were limited, most fittings for the PRI{ experíment

v/ere manufactured from scrap. Accurate dímensíons for most fittings were

not ímportant and have not been íncluded in the text. Scavengíng for

materíal at tímes took on' the proportions of a txeasure hunt. l{íthout real

contínuíty of personnel or organízati-on from year to yeat it I^Ias never

known where one míght fínd what one eras looking for. Frequent deposits of

dríftíng íce added to the confusion, and an innocent mound of drift would



Figure 2.6 A víew of receiver site 1. The slender pole vl-síble
on the left of the photograph is the supporting pole
at the centre of receíver dipole l. The riggíng to
the right of the photograph ís part of the receivin!
an.tay for normal base communícatíons.
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occasionally turn out to be a cache of useful material. Nevertheless, by

choosíng the símplest materials to start with, for example steel rod, plate

and pípe, suffícíent quantítíes of each were found to eventually complete

the job.

Problems wíth the PRW sites, lack of fittings, construction work

ínvo1víng heavy machinery and blasting, frenetic activity during unloading

and storíng of supplíes, overcrowdíng of the base facilities and

unfamí1íaríty wíth the base's potential and normal operation made ít

impossíble to begín work immediately on the construction of the PRW arrays.

It was decided to break down the work involved into 4 maín tasks.

These ú/ere: erection of the transmítter dipole supporting towers, erection

of the receiver axtay, installation of the transmitter dipoles and the

assocíated open wíre feeder network and finally overcoming the problem of

supplying the transmitter's power to the centre of the transmitting array.

2.2.1 Erectíon of Transmítting Towers.

Once the site for the transmítting towers had been surveyed and

marked out, rock anchors were installed ín the appropriate positions

(see figure 2.7).''Aìock anchor was ínstalled in the following manner. A

25 mm diameter hole approxímately 30 cm deep was drilled using a hand held

two-stroke motor powered rock drill. A steel wedge r{as put into a slot ín

the bottom of the rock anchor and the combinatíon placed in the prevíously

drilled hole. ft was made fast by pounding the top of the rock anchor with

a sledge hammer, then molten sulphur was used to seal the hole and secure

the device.
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The rock dril1 was dífficult to keep runníng for more than a few

minutes in temperatures below -150C. It was not possible to get a vehícle

near most of the drillíng positíons and the rock dríl1 had to be

manhandled. It was an awkward and heavy tool to work with.

Molten sulphur r^ras prepared by heating powdered sulphur ín aÍr

iron crucible wíth a butane gas flame. Thís had to be done out of the wind

in order to prevent too much heat from being lost. At times it qtas

difficult to find a spot sheltered enough to melt the sulphur and yet close

enough to prevenÈ the sulphur from solídifying before it was used. Often

the sulphur had to be ígnited to keep it hot enough and care had to be

taken to prevent the unpleasant consequences of contact with sulphur

dioxíde fumes.

Once the rock anchors q/ere all in place, a method of securing the

base plates of the transmitting towers had to be found. 60 cm lengths of

mí1d steel reínforcíng rod r^rere turned down ín a lathe then threaded. Four

of these rods were used for each base plate. They were fíxed in the rock

by drí11íng out suítab1e holes and usíng molten sulphur to hold them fast.

2.2.2 Erection of Receiving Array.

It had been intended to support the bottom of the poles used in

the receiver array by dríllíng holes (" 50 mm diameter) in the rock and

placing the poles in them. This was not possible. A large compressed aír

dríven rock dríll was to have been used, but in late April, ít was too cold

for this equipment to work satisfactoríly. Attempts r{ere made to dríIl

these holes with the same dri1l used for the rock anchors, but, wíthout

SUCCESS
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Suitable large diameter lengths of pipe welded to steel plates

were used to secure the bottoms of the centre poles. These were held fast

by rock bolts, and allowed the poles to be put up and pulled down very

easíly. The holes for the rock bolts were drílled out with an electric
0

hammer dril1 which worked well even at temperatures of -30 C.

A source of power was requíred at the receivíng site. Portable

generators q/ere tried, two different generators q/ere recondítioned for the

purpose, but both were inadequate. Extension cords (up to 200m ín total

Iength at tímes) were used.

A sketch of the receiving array is shown in fígure 2.8. The

centre poles for each receíver dípo1e h¡ere erected first, then positions

for the end poles for each dipole were chosen. End poles htere made by

weldíng 4 chain links to 3m lengths of scaffold tube (3 links for guys, 1

link to attach the dípole).

2.2.3 Open hlíre Feeder Network.

In the Antarctic, particularly at Mawson, extremely strong winds

prevaíl. On most days at Mawson wind gusts of 50 km/hr or more are

recorded. The maxímum wínd speed recorded at Mawson during 1981 was ín

excess of 180 km/hr. The wind directíon was virtually constant from the

south-east. Temperatures ranged between *5 C and -350C. These condj-tions

necessítated the use of a more robust open wire feeder network than that

used in Australía. Also because the transmítting towers were not erected

at theír fu11 height, the configuratíon of the open wire feeder network had

to change.
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All four feeder lines from the centre of the array to the

transmitter dípo1es l¡¡ere 75m 1ong. In Australía, wíth the supporting tor^¡ers

at their ful1 height, the feeders would be attached at the centre of the

dipoles and the centre of the artay, essentially hanging, with a couple of

cross arm supports on each feeder to prevent contact with the ground.

Damage to the feeder lines by winds at Townsví1le had not been a major

problem.

fn order to reduce wind damage ín the Antarctíc, the lnorízontal

sectíons of the feeder artay had to be tensioned. Also fíttings had to be

devised whích would a11ow the feeder línes to run outsíde the extremitíes

of the transmittíng array, then up and in towards the dípo1es. Fígure 2.9

ís a víew of the transmítter site looking in a south-east directíon. In

the bottom left hand corner, is a frame whích held the Aerial Swítching

Unit (A.S.U.); to the right of this, tr¡ro feeder supports, one with

insulators, are visíble, and on the ríght-hand síde of the photograph, the

tower ín the south-east corner of the transmítti-ng array can be seen.

The ínsulated terminals on the top of the A.S.U. hiere not strong

enough to be held under tension. A supporting arrangement (figure 2.70),

attached to the A.S.U. frame, hras macle by the author. This allowed the

east-west and north-south feeder Iínes to be tensioned right across each

axís of the array.

Although the feeder lines e¡ere tensíoned in the horizontal, this

same tension could not be allowed on those parts of the feeder lines which

ran up to the dípoles. The folded dípoles were made from hard drawn

cadmium-copper wíre which was larger in díameter than the soft copper wíre



Fígure 2.9 The transmltter síte during construction. A vlew
looking from near the centre of the transuftting
array towards the south-eastern supportlng to\Àler.

a





Figure 2.10 Frame devised ro hold the Aerial swftchíng unlt (ASU)

and to allow the tensioníng of the horizontal parts
of the open wire feeder network.
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used in the feeder línes. The dípoles could be tensioned to some degree,

but over a horízontal dístance of 75m they would stíll move a metre or two

in the middle during strong winds. Tensioning the upright section of

feeder to the same extent as the horízontal caused excessive breakage,

partícular1y at the joíns of feeders to dipoles, during gusty conditíons.

The optímum solution, though not entirely satisfactory, was to

fix the feeder línes to supports with ínsulated staples. Thís allowed the

horizontal sectíons to be under tension, and the untensioned upríght

sections to move freely with the dipoles.

2.2.4 Power to the CenÈre of the Transmitting Array.

The Aerial Tuníng Unít (A.T.U.) and the A.S.U. were the last two

stages ín the transmitting system before poh¡er r^/as fed to the transmitting

dípoles. In Australi-a these two units erere simply mounted in the

transmitter rack whích q/as placed in the centre of Èhe array. In

Antarctica facílities $/ere not available to set up the transmítter rack ín

the centre of the array. The transmítter h/as housed in the base transmitter

hut approxímately 70m from the centre of the artay (see fígure 2,7). The

A.T.U. qras encased in a sturdy plastic box and held in a steel frame which

was bolted to the rock just outside the transmitter building. The A.S.U.,

from which por^rer v¡as fed to the transmitting array, was mounted in the

centre of the array.

Orígina11y it had been proposed to tune the output from the

A.T.U. to 600Q, feed the poq/er along a 600Q feeder 1ine, then use a 4-wíre

I/4 transformer attached to the A.S.U. to match the impedance of the axray

Such a devíce would have been almost 38m ín length. Thís
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device could have been buí1t, but to guarantee accuracy of spacíng over

such a dístance and to have made it impervious to outsíde conditions would

have required considerable effort. An alternative hras sought.

The A.T.U. was moved to the centre of the array and connected

directly to the A.S.U. Power was fed to the A.T.U. from the transmítter

rack by a length of 75Q coaxial cable. This proved to be unsatísfactory as

the cable Bras so brittle outside that any movement, either manually or by

the wj-nd, caused the outer casi-ng and insulation to shatter.

The Ionospheric Predictj-on Servíce of Australia operates aî

Ionosonde at Mawson. Their method of matching impedances from feeders to

arrays ís to use impedance matching transformers. These consist of

ínsulated wire wound on a ferríte core. A spare ferrite core $tas found and

an impedance matchíng transformer was made to suit the PRhI transmíttíng

system. Thís unít was small enough to be mounted inside the box containing

the A.S.U.

With the A.T.U. outside the transmitter hut, connected to the

transmítter by a short length of coaxíal cable, pov/er was fed along a 600Q

open wire feeder to the A.S.U., where the impedance was transformed then

fed to the arxay. In a direct 1íne between the A.T.U. and the A.S.U.,

there were the two contaíners used for storíng explosíves (see figure 2.7).

It was not possíble to move these explosíves at the tíme, so the 600n

feeder line was routed around them,
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2.2.5 Finíshing Touches to the System

The final step ín making the PRhl system hrork r{as to put ín cables

from the Aeronomy Laboratory to the Transmitter hut which would carry the

signals requíred for the transmítter's operation. These cables hrere over

400 metres in length and for about half that distance were placed ín a

cable tray whích serviced the transmitter building.

In additíon to the cables connectíng the transnítter rack to the

thereceíver rack there vtere

receivers to the receiver

roads at some stage. The only sure

damage by heavy machinery hras to

appropriate places then, íf possible,

of concrete.

?3 lengths ("/2I)

rack. These coaxial

of coaxial cable from

cables had to cross access

way of protecting these cables from

encase the cables ín steel at the

bury them, or cover them in a mound

Care had to be taken r¡hen laying out cables . If. wínds erere

allowed to bear on coaxial cables runníng across exposed rock, the outer

ínsulation and outer conductor of such cables could be abraded away in less

than 24 hours. By using natural fissures ín the rock and buryíng the

cables ín drífted sno$r where possible, this abrasi-on hras reduced to a

minímum.

2.3 Comments.

l,üork on the construction of these arrays began in February 1981-

and hlas completed in October 1981. Even in February the conditions for

workíng outsíde were not good, but the worst weather was ín the Wínter

months (June, July, August). Dífficultíes in producíng fíttings and

solutíons to problems which occurred during the constructíon, combíned with
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vagaríes of r^reather, made it impossible to have a concerted effort by

several people, so the task became a one man job. Help was freely gÍ-ven

and generally avaílable, but ín the Antarctic everyone has a job and

permanent help cannot be sought. When a toh¡er or pole needed to be put up,

there were always willíng hands.

Figure 2.11 shows a víew looking approximately north-east, of the

transmitting array once it ü¡as completed. PRW towers had theír top

sections painted red, and three axe included in the photograph. Also

visible are some of the whíte spacers on the closest dipoles. The círcular

structure in the right foreground is a meLeorological radome, the truncated

pyramíd shaped structure behínd the closest PRW tower is a detonator store.

Once the whole system was running, it was a ful1-tíme job to keep

ít all together and workíng. Twice, during b1-izzards, a transmítting tower

came down. The centre poles of the receiving dipoles came down several

tímes during símílar conditíons. The transmitter feeder network suffered

the greaÈest amount of damage, but fortunately, was not diffícult to fix

and rarely kept the system from operatíng for very long. Heavy machinery

caused inadvertent damage on occasi-on, and for a tíme the husky pups found

coaxíal cable irresistible.

As with many experiments, electroníc problems developed once the

system began operating. These kept the system out of operation for

approxímately 5 hreeks shortly after the first results had been obtained.

The most perplexing problem occurred in the square pulse modulator board ín

the transmj-tter rack. l,{íth approxímately 30kw of radj-o f requency por^rer

beíng transmítted for most of the day from the buílding ín which the PRW



Fígure 2.11 A view of the completed transmitÈlng atray l-ooking
approximately towards geographic north-east'
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transmitter hras housed it was very diffícult to ascertaín what was really

happening ín the faulty círcuít. The base transmissions ceased at about

local midnight and began agaín at 5am local time. During these intervals

the problem could be studied properly and h¡as eventually solved.

On 1,4 February L982, a blízzard destroyed the entíre

transmitter feeder network and all the dipoles. One of the transmitter

towers was knocked down and there was minor damage to the receiving array.

Most of the copper wíre q¡as recovered and the dipoles and feeders krere

rebuilt.

We were due to leave the base at the beginning of March L982. It

was ímportant to thís project to try and have the system running duríng the

hlínter of 1982. Members of the 1982 wintering party were willing to run

the equípment duríng thís tíme, so an effort was made to have the system

running when we left. Fortunately the system eras repaíred and running on

Zgth F.bruary 1982" the day before the author left.

2.4 System Operation.

The system operates at a frequency of I.94MHz, with a peak pol¡/er

of up to 15kw. By introducing an appropriate phase change of \ 
/ Z radians

between orthogonal pairs of transmitting dipoles, ordinary (O) or

extraordinary (E) modes of circularly polarized radiation may be

transmítted. Under normal operatíng conditions, O mode is used during the

day and E mode at night.

The whole system was mícroprocessor controlled and receiver gai-ns

were automatícally adjusted for changes in echo strengths. The majoríty of

rh
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results r^rere obtaíned in the height range 60 to 100 km. Gaussian shaped

pulses 30ps wide were transmitted at a pulse repetitíon frequency of 2OHz,

generally fot 4 mínutes in every 20. The whole system was phase coherent,

and each receiver yíe1ded ín-phase and quadrature components, so that

complex echo amplitudes r{/ere obtaíned. The two signals from each receiver

r^rere sampled at 2 km intervals over a selected 40 km heíght range, then

digítized wíth an 8-bit analogue-to-digíta1 converter. The dígiluízed

signals from each receiver channel and 2 km height interval were íntegrated

over 8 successíve pulses to give an effective sample rate of 2.5H2. The

íntegrated sígnals were recorded on magnetíc tape ín 2 minute blocks for

subsequent analysis at Adelaíde.

Figure 2.12 ís a photograph of the PRI,J receivíng rack in

operatj-on ín the Aeronomy Laboratory at Mawson.

2.4.I Transmíssion.

A sketch of the transmitter is shown in figure 2.13 and a block

díagram showing the major functions appears in figure 2,14. Sígna1s were

generated in a master oscillator housed in the receiver chassis. In

Townsville, two control sígnals r{ere sent from the from the receiver to the

transmítter; one was the pulse repitition frequency of 20H2, and the other

was a l.94MHz sígnal, used to controt the transmitted output. At Mawson,

the distance between the transmitter and receiver systems was approximately

400 metres. Problems of signal leakage and subsequent pick - up by the

receíving antennae were mínímized by using a 9.7MHz signal instead of the

usual I.94ll.lHz. On axxival at the transmitter, the 9 .lMHz signal elas

divided by 5 to give l.94MHz, before being used in the pulse modulator.



Fígure 2.12 A photograph of the receíving rack ín operatíon
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The appropríate modifícatíons to the electronícs qtere undertaken by the

author during the course of setting up the equipment.

A 20Hz square pu1se, 30ys wide, derived from the 20Hz signal sent

from the receiver, r{as used to modulate the I.94MHz signal. The output

from the pulse modulator was a L.94MHz signal 30Us wide with an amplitude

between -30V and 430V. Thís signal was amplified in preparatíon for the

fínal modulating stage.

An identícal 2OHz square pulse signal r4ras used to produce a

gaussían shaped pulse with a peak voltage of 5V. This shaped pulse qlas

then used to produce a simílar shaped pulse which varíed between -500V and

1000v.

The amplífíed L.94MHz square pulse signal h¡as modulated by the

amplífied shaped pulse to produce the final gaussian shaped I.94MHz

transmíssion sígna1.

The last two stages before pohrer was fed to the transmitting

dipoles were the A.T.U. and the A.S.U. The A.T.U. was used to match the

impedances of the transmítter and the transmittíng array and the A.S.U.

provided the means to change the polarizatíon of the transmitted wave. In

Townsville these uníts qlere colocated, but not so at Mawson.

2.4.2 Receptíon.

Returned sígnals ü/ere received by 3 half-wave dipoles aligned

para1le1 to one another, supported by steel poles arranged at the vertíces

of an equílateral triangle (see figure 2,2). An impedance matchíng

transformer (tuníng box) was located at the centre of each dipole to al1ow
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the matchíng of ímpedances between the dípoles (-30n) and the coaxíal

cables (nominally 50n) carxyíng the received sígnals to the recordíng

system. The recordíng equípment hras designed to yield complex amplitude

information by detecting the ín phase and quadrature components of these

returned signals.

The receíved sígna1 may be expressed ín the complex form E(t)

where

E(t¡ = g (r) + iE (r). (,)
1p q

E (t) ís the in phase component and E (t) is the quadratureíp q

component.

The actual signal E(t) can be obtained from its complex form by

fírst multíplyínC (1) by exp(-íot) to give

Ttre real part of this expression is E(t), qrhere

E(t¡ = E(t)exp(-íurt¡ = ¡ (t) cosrrrt E (t ) s inot
r-p ct

The receivers used to

sígnals have a gain of about 100

observe the fading pattern of received

.F and a bandwídth of 25k[z. Fígure 2.15

shows a block díagram of the electronícs of a receíver module used to

obtaín ín phase and quadrature components of the received signal.

Incoming sígnals wíth an angular frequency ut

E(t)exp(-íut) = trO(t) (cosot*isínult) + iEq(t) (cosutt*ísinr¡t)

mixed wíth a local oscí11ator frequency of angular

resulting output is fíltered to preserve only the (o

are amplified,

frequency ,lo.
t

-ra)

then

The

the
1o

component,
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intermedíate frequency. Thís sígna1 ís then amplified and mixed wíth a

reference sígnal of angular frequency (oro-oa). The output produced from

thís mixing consists of 2 f requencies, [ (rrrro-t^ra)+(oro-or) ] and

[ (r,rro-t^ra) - (r,tro-rrrr) I .

The final stage of the amplífíer is a low pass fílter with a

bandq¡idth of approxímately SOkHz. The frequency (or-oa) is very 1ow

compared to the other frequencies produced, since r, is essentially a

slightly modifíed form oÍ ot. The final stage effectívely removes all

frequencies except

If the received sígna1 ís of the form E(t) = E.cos(ttt+$¡, where

6 = (or-rrra)t, then the ín phase output will be tr' = E.cosÓ and the

quadrature output En = EOsínO. The amplitude and phase of the receíved

sígnal at any tíme t may be calculated from the expressions:

Eo= [Eip
2 (r 2

q
(t) lå ana q=¡¿r.-ttn(t)/, (r)'

(r^r,-oa )

+E
íp

2.5 Data acquisiÈion and Recording.

Fígure 2.16 shows a block diagram of the data logging system used

ín the PRhI experíment. For every transmítted pulse, 2O dígítízed complex

values of the returned sígnal were obtained from each of the 3 receívers.

These 3 groups of. 20 values correspond to the signals returned from evenly

spaced (2 km) intervals wíthín the designated height range. These data

were stored temporarily in the buffer memoríes. The digitizer control then

passed these values to the accumulatíng microprocessor, where the results

from 8 consecutj-ve pulses were coherently averaged. The coherently

averaged informatíon ü¡as stored in the dual memory and held there untíl

19,5 sec after the start of a 2O sec acquiring period. At thís 19.5 sec

)
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mark, the ínformatíon from the dual memory r{ras passed to the recording

mícroprocessor, from where the results were taken and written onto magnetic

tape.

Data t4lere wrítten onto magnetic tape in l2O sec blocks. By

coherently averaging I consecutíve pulses (0.4 sec), 300 complex values of

the returned signal were obtaíned for each height from each receiver for

every 120 sec period. A typical data block contained first a time r+¡ord and

the number of heíght intervals (in thís instance 20) beíng recorded. This

housekeeping record r{¡as followed by the in-phase then quadrature

ínformation for receívers 1,2 and 3, for the lowest heíght level examíned,

then the same ínformatíon for the subsequent heíght levels.
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3 DATA ANALYSIS.

The PRt{ method fox esti-mating mesospheríc wind velocities I{Ias

developed from the spaced antenna method for measuríng winds in the

íonosphere usíng total reflectíons (Mitra, 7949) ín conjunction with

studies made of partial reflections from the lower ionosphere (Gardner and

Pawsey, 1953; Gregory, 1956, 1961). The first estimates of mesospheric

wínd velocítíes using thís method were reported by Fraser (1965, 1968).

The so-cal1ed ful1 correlation analysis was developed to include

random changes ín the irregularities as they moved (Briggs et al, 1950) and

elongation of the diffraction pattern in a preferred direction (Phi1lips

and Spencer, 1955). The method of analysis used in this thesis follows the

work of Briggs (1984) and a1lows the use of any number of receiving aerials

in arbítrary positions.

In the spaced antenna method, radiowaves are transmitted

vertíca1ly and are reflected back by naturally occurring irregularities in

refractive índex in the 60 to 100 km range. Although variatíons ín

refractive index occur mostly in the vertical direction, horizontal

varíatíons modulate the incídent radiation so that the reflected radiation

may be treated as an angular spectrum of plane waves. Intcrference between

these angular spectrum components forms a Fresnel diffraction pattern on

the ground. The velocity of travel of this pattern across the ground, ís

twice the velocíty of travel of írregularities at the heíght of reflectíon.

(Felgate, L970; Bríggs, 1980).
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radiowaves exhíbit

random internal

fluctuations

motions and

in amplitude and phase

systematic drift of

fading (Gardfner and

means of identifyíng

least three spaced

which result from

reflecting ionized irregularitíes. This

Pawsey, 1953; Ratclíffe and Weekes, 1960)

features wíthin the diffractíon pattern

receívíng antennae are used to record time

radiowave

provides a

. If at

the results can be used to estimate the horizontal

díffractíon pattern and hence the horizontal velocíty

region

Current spaced antenna systems at Adelaide are constructed so

that the radiation transmítted ís circularly polarized, either O-mode or E-

mode. O-mode radiatíon ís usually used during the daytíme, for although

the E-mode is more strongly reflected, it is also more strongly absorbed

At níght, the observation of partially reflecting irregularíties is usually

restrícted to altitudes ín excess of 80 km (Vincent and Stubbs , I977;

Vincent and Ba11, 1981), with the E-mode yíe1díng the better results.

Observation has shown that ín the region between 60 and 100 km,

the movement of partially reflecting irregularities is indistinguíshable

from that of the neutral atmosphere (Vincent et â1. , 1977; Briggs ' 1977) .

t{ind measurements made using partíal reflectíon techníques have recently

been revíewed by Fraser (19B4b).

In addítion to the estimation of wind velocity, electron

concentration in the D-region can also be estimated by the study of partial

reflectíons; Gardner and Pawsey (1953) t{ere the fírst to do so. By

recording the partíal reflections from alternate O-mode and E-mode pulses,

historíes of radiowave fading,

velocity of the

of the reflecting
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the electron density may be determined from the amplitude ratío of the two

components in conjunctíon with an assumed co11ísion frequency profí1e. In

a símílar manner, íf the phases of the reflected O- and E-mode l¡/aves are

measured as functions of heíght, electron density can be calculated from

the phase differences between them. Partial reflection methods are

suitable for electron densíty estímatíon in the altitude range 60 to 90 km

under ideal condítíons, but are subject to error due to off-vertical

reflections. The determination of electron densities usíng partial

reflectíon techníques and the limitatíons of the various methods are

discussed by Manson and Meek (1984b).

Vertical dríft velocitíes can also be estimated from partial

reflectíon experi-ments if complex data are recorded. A vertical wind wíll

produce a Doppler shifted spectrum of the signal received on the ground.

Changes ín the Fourier transform of the spectrum will be confi-ned to phase

changes. T?re vertícal velocíty can therefore be calculated from the slope

of the phase of the autocorrelatíon functíon at zero 1ag. A narroht

transmítted beam is essential for this purpose as contributions from

scatterers movíng lnoxízontally at off-zenith angles wíll also affect the

phase of the autocorrelation functíon. Details of this method are

díscussed by Murphy (1984).

In the following díscussíon, an account of the characterístics

and the formation of partially reflecting irregularities wí11 be presented.

This ís followed by an account of analytical methods used to estimate the

apparent and 'true' velocitíes. fn full correlation analysis, varíous

díffraction pattern parameters are calculated ín order to produce the
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'true' velocítíes. Diffraction pattern parameters calculated from data

obtained in the Antarctíc are then compared and contrasted to the same

parameters calculated from data obtained at Adelaide (mid-latitude) and

Townsville (low latitude), in order to demonstrate the varíation wíth

latitude of the díffractíon patterns formed by partially reflecting

írregularítíes. The distribution of echoes observed and the average daíly

prevailíng winds over the períod of observation in the Antarctic are then

presented. Incoherent averagíng of the Mawson data was performed, in an

attempt to extend the number of hourly wind estimates, and this is

discussed next. Fina1ly, average zonal and meridional wind profiles for

the whole acquísitíon at Mawson, as obtaíned from the incoherently averaged

results, are díscussed.

3. 1 Partíal Reflections.

Partial reflections observed ín the atmosphere may be up to 100dF

r{eaker than the total reflections observed from the E and F layers

(Belrose, 1970). Partía1 reflectíon of an electromagnetic $¡ave occurs when

the incident qrave encounters a boundary between two regions of different

refractíve índex whose thickness is less than one wavelength of the probíng

radiaÈion (Gregory and Manson, 1969a¡, Briggs and Vincent; 1973). The

characteristics of partial reflectíons observed therefore depend on thc

choíce of probing frequency.

The relatively abrupt change in refractive index causíng partial

reflections is due to the presence of naturally occurring irregularities in

the atmosphere. Irregularíties in refractíve index occur throughout the

atmosphere due to fluctuatíons in the neutral aír density, but in the
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mesosphere, changes in refractíve index are accentuated by the presence of

free electrons (Bríggs, 1980). A change ín the electron concentration of a

few percent between the írregularíty and íts surroundings within a dístance

of the order of the incídent radio wavelength is suffícíent to cause a

partial reflectíon (Gregory and Manson, 7969a,b).

3. 1. 1 Characteristics.

For radio wave lengths of about 150m, at mid-latitudes, the

angular distríbution of reflected poeüer from partíally reflecting regions

is found to díffer signifícantly for altitudes below 80 km compared to

those above (Hocking, 1979). Below 80 km, most reflected pov¡er ís confíned

to off zenith angles less than 10o, while above, the angular spread of

returned power is consistently greater (Víncent and Belrose, 7978).

Simílar results have been obtained by Fukao et a1. (1980), using a 5Ol7ÍIz

VIIF radar at Jicamarca, a 1ow-latitude site. Some results from a high-

latitude síte (Thrane and Grandal, 1981; Thrane et al., 1981) imply however

that scatter ís ísotropic in the regíon 65 to 95 km. These observations

províde evidence that there is a wide variety in the spatial scales, and

changes in the shape, of the partially reflecting irregularítíes with

altitude and latitude.

Irregularities wíth the largest horízontal dímensions (1 km or

more) occur at the lower altitudes, while aE 95 km the horizontal scales of

irregularíties may be as sma1l as the wavelength of the probíng radiatíon

(150m). The angular spread ín returned povùer is related to the ratio

between the horizontal and vertical dímensíons of the írregularity (Vincent

and Belrose, 1978). The larger thís ratío, the narrol{/er ís the angular
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spread. It is therefore inferred that irregularities below 80 km ate

therefore highly anisotropic, but less so above.

Studíes of the angular spectra of partially reflected I¡laves

(Líndner, 7975arb) show that in the region below 85 km, returned signals

may exhibit some degree of phase coherence, but above, the spectra are

characterístical1y random. A1so, the vertícal thickness of the partially

reflecting regions ís greater at higher altitudes (Gregory and Vincent,

1970) and therefore more líkely to contain a greater number of índependent

reflected components.

Another indícation of the change hrith height in the structure of

partíally reflecting irregularities may be gained by an examination of the

fading of returned signals. Measurements of amplitude fading speeds,

determined from mean íntervals between amplitude maxima (Lindner, 1975b)

show that the fading speed decreases with altitude. Thís is consístent

with previous observations, ín that longer period fading is identifíed with

more coherent reflections than the shorter period fading expected for a

more randomly phased model.

3.1.2 Formatíon.

Kent and l{righL (1968) have revíewed the movements of ionospheric

írregularitíes and the mechanisms most likely to produce them. Their

conclusions were that irregularíties produced in the D and lower E regíons

are due to, turbulence, meteor ionization, particle precipitatíon at hígh

latítudes, and gravíty wave actíon.
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Gregory et aL (1982) have shown that particle precípítation

duríng magnetíc storms and auroral events produces an increase ín

ionízatlon at lower altítudes and a corresponding increase in the number of

observable partial reflections.

Rottger (1980) has díscussed the reflection and scattering of VHF

radar signals from atmospheríc refractivity structures and has concluded

that reflection from refractivity laminae corrugated by turbulence appears

to be an appropríate model for many observations.

Hodges (1967) has shown that temperature fluctuations associated

wíth gravity waves are often of sufficient amplitude to produce convectíve

ínstabilíties in thín layers that propagate with the h¡aves.

Fritts (1978) has exami-ned the non-linear interaction between

gravity waves and crítica1 layers and concludes that this interaction can

explain some of the thin turbulent layers observed ín the atmosphere. The

critical 1eve1-gravíty q/ave interaction (Fritts, I979) and regions of

unstable velocíty shear (Fritts, 1984) both provide further sources of

radiating gravíty r^raves .

Calculations made by Lindzen (1981) show that turbulence is

1íkely to result from the breakdown of unstable tides and gravíty hlaves '

with the largest contributíons comíng from the main propagating díurnal

mode at tropícal latitudes, and gravity $¡aves at higher latitudes.

Convectively stable internal r^raves may also generate turbulence by a

cascade process where shorter wavelength unstable waves are generated from

the orígínal stable r^rave (Líndzen and Forbes, 1983) .
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Turbulence, acting in a gradient in electron concentration,

accounts for many of the observed features of partial reflectíons.

Turbulence tends to mix thoroughly the medium in which it acts so that the

densíty becomes uniform throughout, If a horizontal layer of íntense

turbulence is present ín a regíon containing a gradíent in electron

density, there will be sharp steps ín that gradient at the top and bottom

of the turbulent layer. Ttrese sharp steps will gíve rise to partial

reflectíons. Thís model was proposed by Bolgiano (1968)'

Bolgiano points out that the thickness of the boundary between

the turbulent layer and the surrounding medium occurs in a distance

comparable to the folmogf,rov ínner scale of turbulence, whereas the

undulating structure of the surface reflects princípally the scale of the
þsqci n 4

energy -e€n't€=åj*¿J-+fu. eddíes. These two scales are normally widely

separated in high i-ntensity turbulence, so that a discontinuíty structure

ín whích írregular, wave-like variations in surface altitude have a

wavelength very much larger than the thíckness of the transition region may

be antícipated. This model seems appropriate for partially reflecting

irregularities below 80 km.

One feature of partial reflections which has been reported by

many authors (e.g. Gregory, 1967; Schlegel et al., 1978; Fukao et â1.,

1980; Víncent and 8a11, 1981; Hocking and Víncent, 1982a, b), is the

tendency for radiowave scatteríng to occur at 'preferred' heights. In

símultaneous experiments whích measured the fj-ne structure of the electron

densíty and the strength of partial reflections at a mid-latítude síte,

Hocking and Vincent (1982a) concluded that near 80 km, partial reflections
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r{rere related to a smal1 ledge of decreasing electron densítyl at about

85 km, scatter was probably due to a combination of horizontally stratifíed

steps in electron density or electron densíty gradient and turbulence, and

that ín the region 92 to 94 km, echoes appeared to be related to an

irregular regíon of electron density fluctuation.

In summary, it may be said that the characteristics of partial

reflections observed throughout the 60 to 100 km altitude range vary

broadly from specular-1íke reflectíons with long fadíng tímes from

structures of large }rrorizontal extent near 60 km to more díffuse

reflectíons with shorter fading times above 80 km. It seems probable that

thís variatíon ís related more to the stabílity of the background

atmosphere rather than specífj-c irregularity producíng mechanisms. For

example, the changes in lapse rate whích occur near the mesopause (at 90 km

in fígure 1.1) are probably responsíble fox the larger number of partial

reflections generally observed at that level. Hocking (1981) has discussed

the production of partíally reflectíng írregularities in detaíl, and has

pointed out that turbulence generated ín a region of high stability (below

80 km) is likely to form thín turbulent sheets of relatively long duratíon,

whereas turbulence generated by the same processes acting in a region of

low stabílity (above 80 km) will produce reflecting structures which are

much more quíckly dispersed.

The most 1íkely processes responsible for the type of

írregularítíes observed in the spaced antenna method are dissipative

atmospheric wave processes; some evidence for correlation between scattered

VHF poq/er and gravity q/ave actívity has been presented by Harper and
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Woodman (7977) , and Mil1er et al. (1978) . These processes include;

filteríng of short verÈícal wavelength waves at low altitudes (Hínes and

Reddy, 1967), critical level interactions, generation of waves in situ and

wavebreakíng.

Hocking (1981) has proposed that the wind jet observed just above

70 km at Adelaide may be related to scatterers at thís heíght, because, for

upward propagatíng gravíty waves, an interactíon with this jet would be the

fírst encounter with wínd speeds greater than 50 ms-l, so critícal 1evel

effects are possi-ble. Teitelbaum and Sidi (1976) and Sidi and Teítelbaum

(1978) have suggested that the non-linear interaction between gravity waves

and tídes can produce large wind shears at heights above 90 km, which in

turn can lead to the productíon of turbulence. Also, between 85 and 90 km,

large phase changes in tídes (Elford and Craig, 1980) sometimes occur which

could lead to the production of turbulence. Either or both of these latter

processes could be of sígnífícance with regard to the preference of echoes

to occur close to 90 km.

In the averaged results to be presented for the Antarctic (figure

3.I2) a broad westward jet is observed between 70 and 90 km and maximum

meridional winds of less than 10 ,0"-1 o..rrr near 90 km, close to the height

where the maxímum numbers of acceptable echoes occur (see figures 3.7 'and

3.11) . The preference of echoes to occur near 70 km at Adelaíde is not

evident ín the Antarctic results. Also due to particle precípitatíon

associated wíth auroral activity at high latitudes, increased electron

concentrations are 1ike1y to produce a corresponding increase in observed

echoes (Gregory et al. , 1982) at lower altitudes, although under the same
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conditions, there is líkely to be a decrease in the echo rate at hígher

a1títudes due to íncreased absorption.

3.2 Velocíty Estímation

For símp1ícíty the following díscussion assumes that sensors form

the vertíces of a right angled tríang1e. The diffraction pattern ís

conveníently represented by contours of the íntensity of the radíatíon

formíng the pattern. Fígure 3.1(a) represents the íntensity contours of an

ídealized díffraction pattern movíng in the directíon índícated at a

constant speed V. If the pattern moves without change of shape, the

outpuÈs from the sensors will look like those sketched in fígure 3.1(b).

The line joiníng

as a straíghtapproxímated

the spacing

directíon of motíon on average, exactly so íf.

Thís líne of maxímum enables a common feature to

records from each sensor. Figure 3.1(a) has been

3.1(c) for the purpose of velocity estimation.

the line of maxímum, may

síze is large compared to

to be perpendícular to the

the contours are círcu1ar.

be identified in the

símplified to figure

differences t and t can be
v

The velocities. at

V and V__ where,xy

x

of the sensors.

X0andYm-mm-
1íne if the pattern

It will also tend

From figure 3.1(c) the

calculated, they are, t* = ãocose,

which the líne of maximum travels X and Y from 0 are

this fashion, V is known as the 'apparent'

time

and t = lo"ito
vV,

to
v

Y* = Eo/r__ = V/.o"e, and u,
x

components of V. To obtaín V,

3.1(d) ís used. Calculated in

velocity.

= no/ = Yt V and v a1.e not'E s].nu x Yv
the geometrical constructíon shown in figure
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3.2.I 'Truer Velocíty

A more realistíc pattern which moves and evolves ín time ís

represented by figure 3.2(a). The magnitude of the apparent velocity

estimated by the tíme shift method is too large if the pattern is subject

to random change, and the calculated direction of motion may be in error if

the pattern ís systematíca11y elongated in a particular dírection.

The complex correlatj-on function, p(ã,nrt) can be expressed as

*<E(x,y,t).E"(x+t), (y*n), (t+t)> - <E(x,y,t)>'
p(ã,n,r) = *<E(x,y,t).E"(x,y,t)> - <E(x,y,t)>2

hlhere I and n are spatial shifts in the x and y directions and t

is a temporal shíft in the t dírection. E is the complex amplitude of the

reflected signal. The brackets (<>) índicate an average and the asterisk

denotes a complex conjugate.

In fu11 correlation analysis, a quadratic function is used to

descríbe correlation functíons near correlation maxíma if the signal is

continuous and a smoothly varying function of x, y, and t. The contours of

constant correlation are assumed to be ellipsoidal in (t,n,t) space as

shown in figure 3.2(b). p(t,Tì,r) ís of the form:

p(ã,n,r) = p(Af2+t¡2+Cr2+2Elt+2G¡t+2Ht¡) 3.1

To obtaín the velocity of a pattern, two independent components

are needed, so a mínimum of three sensors is requíred. Experimental

observatíons are used to determíne the functional form of p and the values

of the coefficients A, B, C, F, G and H.
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Consíder a cross correlation function for the pair of sensors on

the x axis: a maximum in the correlation function would be expected for a

specific time shift¡ Sây .* ín figure 3.1(b). This functíon can be

obtained from equation 3.1 by the substítutíons E = EO, Tì = 0¡ so that,

P(to,o,r) = P(AE' + crz + 2Flot).

The maxímum ís found by settincaP/at = 0, which gives

Simí1arly, for sensors ín

tíme lag for maxímum correlatíon (t'

the y direction separated by nO, the

) is gíven by
v

0

The mean auto correlation functíon is used to proceed further.

Idea1ly, the auto correlatíon functions for each sensor should be

identical, but ín practíce statístícal errors produce dífferences. The

mean auto correlation function of the sensors is equated to the theoretical

auto correlatíon function, p(0r0,t), obtained from equation 3.1.

-Fr
co0xI

G

lnv
t

From figure 3.2(c), the correlation coefficient

sensors, p(¿0r0r0) can be measured, as can the time shíft (tx)

auto correlatíon function has the same value. MathematícaIly,

the equation

P(ão'o,o) = P(o,o,rx)'

Usíng equation 3.1 this may be expressed as

p(AE2) = p(Ct2), so that,

between the

at whích the

tx satísfies

A 1.2x.
/¡ z
e0C
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In the same manner the sensors on the y axis can be used to fínd

ty and so yield

B, -T2Y,tc_ ,no"

For zexo

sensors situated at

time shift,

0) andG 0t
(0,n0) is

the cross correlation between the paír of

P(ão,no,o) = P(Aão' * Blo + 2nfono).

The auto correlation function takes the same value for a time

shíft txy gíven by

p(AãO' * BrìO + ZHf OrrO) = p(Crt*y).

l{hich gives

" r, = '"*t / ,Eono ' 
oE'/ 

,çno 
B¡o/ 

zcEo

The velocity o the pattern can now be calculated. To do so it

ís convenient to consíder an observer moving with the pattern. Under these

condítíons, the pattern appears to only change randomly. If the

coordinates (x'ry'rt') axe used for the moving observer, the pattern ís

represented by E(x'rytrtt) and the correlation function is

p(ã',n',t) = p(Aã'' + Bn'2 + Ktz + 2HE'n') 3.2

The coordínates of a stationary observer who

pattern E(x,y,t) are related to those of the moving

equations

records the same

observer by the
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x=x'*vtsin{=xt+vxt

and

y=yt+Vtcosó=yt+Vyt.

l{here Vx = Vsin{ and Vy = VcosS are components of motíon of the

pattern. Also, | = E' + Vxr and n = n' + Vyt. Substítutíon ínto

equation 3.2 yíelds

p(t,n,r) = p(A(ã-Vxt)2 + B(n-Vyt)2 + zH(E-Vxt) (n-Vyt)¡ 3.3

Equating coefficíents of lr and ¡t in equations 3.1 and 3.3, the

equatíons

AVx*HVy--F 3.4

and

BVy+HVx=-G 3.5

are obtained

ïf

s i-multaneous

A H F

equations 3.4 and 3.5 are divíded through by C, a pair of

equatíons for Vx and Vy are obtained in which the coefficients
B. G,

c, / c, 
" / c are known. Thus Vx and Vy can be found./c' /c'

Vx and Vy are true components of the velocity V.

and dírection of V are gíven by lVl" = Vx2 + Vy2 and tan{ =

The magnítude

Vx
Vy

The velocíty V determined in this hray is known as the "true"

drift velocíty, as distinguíshed from the apparent drift velocíty deríved

from mean time shífts, and has been corrected for pattern anísometry and
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random change. Both the "apparenttt velocity and the tttrue" velocity refer

to the velocity at which the diffraction pattern, formed by the reflection

from íonospheric írregularíties, passes over the ground. Tn order to fínd

the t'apparent" and "true t' dríft velocítíes of the irregularitíes at the

heíght of reflectíon , the velocities calculated for the diffractíon

pattern must be dívíded by a lactor of 2.

The "truett drift velocity, inÈerpreted as a measure of wind

velocíty, ffiây stí11 be ín error as the corrections used in its derivation

ínvolve assumptíons which may be invalíd ín practice. If possible,

comparisons wíth more direct methods of determining wind velocíty are

advísable. The limitations of full correlation analysis, sources of error

and rejection críteria for data are discussed by Bríggs (1984).

3.3 Diffractíon Pattern Parameters .

While the type of equipment described in the prevíous section has

been used at various sítes throughout Australia, it had not been used to

study the Antarctic mesosphere prior to 1981. As the same equipment had

been used príor to 1981 in Townsville, it is of interest to compare the

characteristics of fadíng pattern at both sites as a comparatíve guide to

the performance of the equipment in the Antarctic. Of more sígnifícance,

is a comparíson of these characterístics between Townsville, Adelaíde and

Mawson, which will províde ínsight ínto the southern latítudinal variation

of several ímportant parameters measured by the PRW method. Townsville and

Adelaide results presented by BalI (1983) will be used for comparison in

this díscussion.
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3.3.1 Pattern Scale and Pattern Elongation.

In addítion to the determination of drift velocitíes, ful1

correlation analysis also a11ows varíous physical characteristícs of the

diffractíon pattern formed by the reflection of transmitted radio waves

from íonízed irregularíties to be estimated. From ful1 correlation

analysis, it has been shown that the contours of constant correlatíon of

observed díffraction patterns, suitable for drift velocity estimations, are

concentríc el1ípses, which can be represented by equatíon 3.1. The spatíal

correlation function derived from this expressíon is given by

p(t,n,o) = P(AE2 * Bn2 + 2Hãn) 3.6

The rcharacteristict ellipse is defined as that particular

e11ípse for which p=0.5, so that equation 3.1 can be wrítten as

p@E2*Bn2+2HEn)=0.5. 3.7

to.s, is defined as the time lagThe fadíng time,

auto-correlatíon functíon

given by

for a statíonary observer falls

for which the

to 0.5 and is

p(0,0,r0.5) = p(Ct2o.s) 3.8

Combíníng 7 and I gives the general equatíon for the

' characterístic' e11ípse:

AE' + Bn' + 2]fl'lrl = Cr"o. r. 3.9

If a and b are taken to be the semi-minor and semi-major axes

respectíve1y, then
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a2 = 2cr" o. r/[ (A+B)+(4H'+(t-n)t)å

and

b2 = 2cr" o. r/[ (A+B) - (4H2+(A-g)',)]

l

1

The pattern scale ís defined as /ab, and the pattern elongatíon,

or axial ratío, is t =b/^. The pattern oríentation is the angle between

true north and the major axís of the 'characterístíc' ellípse measured ín a

clockwíse directíon.

3.3.2 To.s and V¡.

Other parameters of interest, associated wíth the random changes

of a díffractj-on pattern, are the'characteristict fading time, To.s, and

the RMS random velocity, V0. For an observer movíng with the pattern, the

only changes observed are those due to random fading. The auto-correlatíon

function assocíated wíth a movíng observer ís given by equation 3.2.

The'characteristíc' fading time is defined as the wídth of thís

function when p = 0.5, i.e

p(0,0,T0.s) = p(KT2o.r) 3.10

Comparing

To .s = 
" o .r (c/r)å ,"

equatíng terms of 12

equatíons 3.

obtaíned. The

8 and 3. 10, the

coeffícíent can

relationshíp

be obtained by,,*

Vs ís calculated from the relationship

ín equations 3. 1 and 3.3

1es0).
Å

vo = ffi' (Booker et al
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3.3.3 Latítudínal Variatíon.

Fígures 3.3(a), 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) show the variation in pattern

scale (/ab), pattern elongation (r) and characteristic fading tíme (To.s)

wíth altitude for Townsví11e, Adelaide and Mawson. This is figure 4.L2(a)

from Ball (1983) wíth Mawson values íncluded. The Townsville and Adelaide

results were obtained duríng January of 1980 (souÈhern hemisphere summer)

and the Mawson results were for the same season in 198l/1982. The values

of pattern scale for Mawson have been divided by a factor of /2; thís has

been done to al1ow dírect comparison with Ball's results which included

both complex and amplitude only data, but were scaled for amplitude only

data.

Ball (1983) has pointed out that comparisons between Townsvílle

and Adelaide results must be done cautiously as the widths of the receíving

beams at these sites hrere different (the Townsville receíving beam I^Ias

broader). The ground dilfraction pattern parameters depend on the range of

angles over which the scatterers contribute to the received sígnal. The

larger the range of angles over whích signals are received, the smaller

wíl1 be the scale of diffractíon patterns observed on the ground, with

subsequent effects on the various parameters. In the ídeal situatíon where

V0 ís isotropic, To.5 wí11 not be affected by the receiving beam wídth.

The wídths of receíving beams at Townsville and Mawson ú¡ere very similar.

Before díscussing the results shown ín figure 3.3, it must be

stressed that because of the smaller data rate associated with the

Antarctic results below 80 km, ít is possible that they may be bíased, and

not entírely representative of typical atmospheric behaviour. Figure3.3(a)
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shows the variation wíth altítude of pattern scale for Townsville, Adelaide

and Mawson. Below 70 km, the fígure shows that pattern scales at Mawson

tend to be large and of the same order as those observed at Adelaide.

Between 70 and 80 km pattern scales at Mawson decrease, until near 80 km,

the scales are of the same order as those observed at Townsville. Above

90 km, pattern scales at Mawson are smaller than those observed at other

1atítudes.

An ímportant feature of figure 3.3(a) is that pattern scales at

Mawson appear to decrease from about 200m near 65 km to about 120m at

92 kn. Between 70 and 90km, the pattern scales are very close to the

spacing of the receiving dipoles. This is fortunate, as Rossiter (1970)

(using amplítude only data) concluded that the most accurate and reliable

measurements of dríft velocity are obtained when the triangle síze ís

comparable to the scale of the diffraction pattern. This is in contrast to

the other results whích show a decrease in pattern scale between about 65

and 75 km, then an overall increase above. There are local maxíma near

85 km and 1ocal miníma near 90 km at all latitudes.

Figure 3.3(b) shows the dístribution of pattern elongation with

altitude for the three sítes. Below about 75 kmr pattern elongations at

Mawson are intermediate between those at the other sítes, with values of

about 1.8 up to 70 km and a possíble maximum near 72kn. Between 80 and

90 km the pattern elongatíon at Mawson decreases, in contrast to the other

results, from 1.7 to about 1.4. Above 90 km, pattern elongations at Mawson

are smaller than those observed at the other sites.
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At Townsville and Adelaide, pattern elongations maintaín an

almost constant difference of about 0.3 above 72km. At Mawson this trend

ü/as absent.

From fígure 3.3(c), it can be seen that below 80 km the values of

T¡.5 observed at Mawson are more similar to those observed at Adelaíde than

those observed at Townsville. Above about 85 km, the values of To.s

observed at Mawson are smaller than those observed at the other sites.

Manson and Meek, (1980) have reported fading times of 1.5-3.0 s at

Saskatoon (52o), ín good accord with the results presented here for Mawson.

3.3.4 Orientation.

In fi-gure 3.4, the area under each histogram has been scaled to a

value of one. The height of each column is therefore a measure of the

proportion of the of diffraction patterns that have a partícular

orientation. This fígure has been adapted from figure 4.72(f) of Ball

(1983), r.vho presented the results for Adelaide and Townsville. Except for

one difference, the results from Mawson hrere prepared in the same manner as

those of Ball for ease of comparison. The difference between the results

of Ball and those presented for Mawson is that Ball calculated the

orientation of th,¡ írregularítíes with respect to magnetic north, $Ihereas

the orientatíons calculated for Mawson are with respect to geographíc

north. This has little effect at Adelaíde or Townsvílle, but ís

signifícant at Mawson. For the Mawson data, values of pattern oríentation

were ínitia1ly sorted ínto twelve groups 15o wide for each 2 km height

band. Four lots of results from three adjacent height bands (76-78-80,

82-84-86, 88-90-92, 94-96-98) were then used to produce the histograms

shown ín fígure 3.4.
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The varíatíon ín pattern orientation with latitude as shown ín

fígure 3.4 is stríking. The results show that on the whole, above 80 km,

the patterns observed at Mawson tend to be elongated in the east-west

direction. A simí1ar effect has been noted by Maehlum (1962) for the dríft

pattern irregularitíes of sporadic-E measured by the spaced receiver

experíment at Tromso (69.99oN,18.94oE). Patterns observed at Adelaide are

oríented between the extremes exhibited at 1ow and high latítudes, wíth a

more Townsví1le-1íke orientatíon at the híghest 1eve1s.

3.3.5 Díurnal Variation.

Figures 3.5(a)-(d) show the díurnal varíation of RMS velocity,

Vo, pattern sca1e, pattern elongation and 'characteristic' fading time,

To.r, for three height bands between 80 and 92 km. All relevfnt data taken

at Mawson were used in the construction of these figures and each heíght

band represents the average of results from adjacent 2 km layers (80-82,

84-86, 90-92) .

The most significant departures from orderly behavíour occur at

the highest level (90-92 km), for the values of RMS velocity (fígure

3.5(a)), pattern scale (fígure 3.5(b)) and TO.S (fígure 3.5(d)). Fígure

3.5(a) shows large fluctuatíons in RMS velocity at this level, from a value

of approxímately 3.5 *"-1 at 0700 hrs to about 8.5ms-1 at 1000 hrs loca1

time, decreasing to a mean value of about 6*"-1 by 1400 hrs loca1 tíme.

The pattern scale at this 1evel decreases from about 240 m at 0700 hrs to

about 160 m at 1400 hrs and then increases to about 200 m by 2200 hrs. A

maximum in TO.5 at tlne 90-92 km level of. 2.9 sec at 0700 hrs is followed by

a mínímum of 1.3 sec at 1000 hrs. From 1000hrs until 2300 hrs, the value

of T'.rincreases from 1.3 sec to a value near 2.0 sec.
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It is of interest to víew these results bearíng in mind the time

Mawson spends insíde the auroral ova1. This tíme increases wíth

geomagnetíc activity, but for mínímum activity, it is between 22OO }lxs and

0200 hrs local tíme (Kilfoyle and Jacka, 1968). The diurnal behavíour of

the díffraction pattern parameters at the 90-92 km level may then be

interpreted as arísíng from three periods of differing influence: a

relatj-vely ordered period when the partially reflectíng irregularities are

domínated by effects in the auroral zorLe, which last until a few hours

after the passage of the auroral zorLe, a disordered períod between about

0700 hrs and 1200 hrs, when there ís no domínant control, and finally a

períod from about 1200 hrs to 2200 hrs, when the irregularities are under

the control of more normal atmospheric processes.

3.4 Data.

The performance of the system at Mah/son h¡as poorer than that at

Townsville due to a slíghtly broader beam (the transmitting tov/ers Í'ere

fixed at a lower height) and the use of single receiving dipoles at each

receíving site, rather than the crossed pairs of dipoles used at

Townsville. The first results q¡ere obtained on 29/Oct/8I, more than 8

months af.ter landing at Mav¡son, although this was not confirmed until some

months later, when a thorough analysis could be undertaken in Adelaide.

Facilities r¡/ere not available ín the Antarctic to replay or analyse the

recorded data.

Inítia1ly, the system ran from 29/Oct/81- untíl 4/Nov/81, at which

tíme some inadequacíes ín the equípment installed outside and electronic

problems became manífest. Problems wíth the outside equipment were minor,
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but electronic problems kept the system out of commíssíon untíl L3/Dec/8L.

From that time untíL 3/Feb/82 data q/ere recorded daily. During the period

from 13/Dec/8I until 3/Feb/82, damage to the equipment from the elements

and heavy machínery ü¡as common. Constant attentíon at all times, ín

sometimes atrocious weather conditions, was necessary to keep the system

runlíng. Fígure 3.6 shows the height range observed during the period of

observatíon at Mawson.

3.4.I Heíght Distríbutíon of Usable Echoes.

Figure 3.7 shows the number of echoes accepted for drift

estimatíon in each 2 km height band for each hour expressed as a percentage

of the total number of accepted echoes ín each 2 km height band from 60 to

100 km This echo dístribution is similar to that presented by

Fraser (1984a) for Säott base. At míd- and 1ow latitude sites, a secondary

maximum in echo distribution ís often observed below 80 km (8a11, 1983;

Vincent, 1984b). No such maximum has been reported for Antarctic

observations to date. Ecklund and Bals1ey, (1981) have found that

mesospheríc echoes show a marked seasonal variabí1íty, in which echoes

observed with a 50Mhz MST radar occur ín the heíght range 80 to 100 km ín

summer and between 55 and 80 km at other times. Fígure 3.8 shows the

percentage of usable echoes obtaíned during each hour of the day for each

2 km height band from 60 to 100 km ín altitude for all the data gathered

duríng the 7987/L982 Antarctic summer. One feature of figure 3.8 ís the

orderly pattern of the profiles above 80 km compared to those be1ow. Data

for all heights below 80 km represents less tii.ar' 20% of the total and is

much more likely to suffer from statistícal variations. fn additíon, the

regíon below 80 km produces most results duríng geomagnetíca1ly actíve
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Flgure 3. B The percentage of usable echoes obtained during each hour
of the day for each 2 krn height band from 60 to 100 km in
altitude for all data gathered during the l98I/82
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conditions q¡hen the íonization source ís much more variable than that

produced by solar electromagnetíc radiation.

3.4.2 Daíly Varíatíon of Echo Distributíon.

One feature of figure 3.8 is of particular interest, and that is

the distríbutíon of echoes duríng the time that Mawson spends inside the

auroral oval. For mínimum geomagnetic activity, the auroral oval ís

generally dírectly overhead at Mawson between 2200 hrs and 0200 hrs local

time (Kilfoyle and Jacka, 1968). From figure 3.8 it can be seen that there

is a maximum in the relative number of accepted echoes during this time.

There are also defínite minima approximately 3 hours either side of loca1

noon at all heights above about 70 km. Gregory et al. (L982) have noted an

íncrease ín the íonízatíon at 1ow heights during the night at Saskatoon,

which is on the edge of the Northern auroral oval.

3.4.3 Prevailíng l{índs (Hourly Averages).

Fígures 3.9 and 3.10 have been produced by averaging all

avaílable data in eactr 2 km height band from 70 km to 100 km for each hour

of the day. The resultíng'snapshotst are therefore void of any short-term

varíabilíty, and axe índícatíve of the daily variation in the underlying

prevailíng wínd systems during the observation period.

Figure 3.9 shows that the zonal flow is mainly eastward between

70 and 75 km throughout the day. There is a strong westward component for

most of the day between approximately 78 and 90 km, maximizing near 78 km

at 0400 hrs LT (Local Time), although there is a weakeníng of thís flow

between 1800 and 2000 hrs LT, close to the time Mawson enters the auroral

oval. Above 90 km, there are two periods of westward winds centred near



Figure 3.9 Mean daily varlatíon of hourly averaged zonal
prevaílíng winds in the altitude range 70 to 100 kn
during the period of observatlon.





Flgure 3.10 Mean dally variatíon of hourly averaged merídlonal
prevalllng wínds in the altitude range 70 to 100 lor

durlng the period of observatlon.
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LTOO and 2400 hrs LT. Eastward winds maximize at 0800 hrs LT near 92 km

and at 1800 hrs LT near 95 km.

The merídional winds shown in fígure 3. 10 are highly varíab1e

below 80 km with moderate northward components near 72 kn at 0300 and 2100

hrs LT. Maxima in southward (poleward) winds occur at 0500 hrs LT and 1700

hrs LT near 78 km. Above 80 km, northward winds are strongest between about

1600 and 0400 hrs LT and southward winds are evident between 0600 and 0800

hrs LT. There are 1oca1 maxíma in southward winds between 80 and 86 km at

1100 hrs LT and near 95 km between 1200 and 1500 hrs LT.

The results presented here indicate that the entry ínto the

auroral oval ís accompanied by enhanced westward and northward

(equatorward) winds, ín agreement wíth other findíngs. Balsley et al.

(1982) reported an enhanced westward flow during a period of increased

electrojet actívity at Poker Flat, just outside the auroral oval. Hook,

(1970) reported enhanced equatorward flow on the night side of the auroral

oval, during períods of auroral activity.

3.5 Incoherent Averagíng.

The comparatively low data yield at Mawson warranted some attempt

to extend ít. The raw data were re-analysed and values of auto and cross

correlation functions, used ín the ful1 correlation analysis were averaged

over one hour of data before further processing. The incoherent averaging

of correlatíon functions in thís manner ís the spaced antenna equivalent of

the íncoherent averaging of power spectra used in Doppler wind studies made

wíth MST radars operatíng at VHF frequencies (Rottger, 1984). Hourly

averages are suitable for a study of prevailing winds and tídes, as changes
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in these systems due to fluctuatíons with time scales less than one hour

will tend to be averaged out over any reasonable period of interest

The

analysis uses

"true" dríft velocity calculated using

the mean autocorrelation functíons of the

pairs of sensors.

analysis, the mean

fu11 correlation

sensors, and the

In this study 3

autocorrelation

cross correlation functíons between

sensors q¡ere used. In the normal

function p^ may be expressed as p- =
od

autocorrelation function of receiver

o
d2

+å,0r, + P^ )
d3

where p is theâ¡

1 etc.

The cross-correlatíon functíons between sensors I-2, 1--3 and 2-3

are denoted as p¡2, pr¡ and p23

In the íncoherent averagíng process, the auto- and cross-

correlatíon functíons from t hour of data (6 lots of records) were averaged

before further processíng. The'auto-correlation functions of each sensor

q/ere accumulated before producíng the final incoherently averaged mean

auto-correlation functíon (err) . Thus,

Paí = Xpat(j) + Xpaz(j) + Ipa¡(j)
18

The cross-correlation functions were averaged in a simí1ar

fashion to yíeld the incoherently averaged cross-correlation functíons

P ,r P , and p'tZL- t¡a ZZL

O=
t2L

o
t3r

0
23L
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The functions paí, prrí, prri and prrí r,üere used ín the

subsequent analysis

It v¿as hoped that echoes rejected for predetermined qualíty

critería could be useful if averaged ín this way. From nearly 7 weeks of

contínuous observation (fígure 3.6), a total in excess of 10,000 wínd

estímates were obtained from the ínítia1 analysis which, for 6 two mínute

records every hour, is equívalent to about 1700 hourly averages. Of

course, these results are not dístribubed uniformly, as within any hour

there are not necessarily 6 wind estimates at a particular level. Hourly

averages of wind estímates from the normal analysís are highly variable and

often show large uncertainties. In addítion, tidal analyses require evenly

spaced recordings throughout the d.y, as large gaps can significantly

reduce the effectiveness of harmonic analysís (Crary and Forbes, 1983).

fncoherent averagíng, which does utílize all the data gathered duríng any

particular hour, helped to cover some of the gaps in the hourly records,

and yíe1ded nearly 3500 hourly averages. Except where índícated,

incoherently averaged hourly means have been used in the following

analyses.

The incoherent averagíng procedure also produced a small

improvement ín the heíght distributj-on of usable echoes, This can be seen

by comparing figures 3.7 arrd 3.11, where the echo rate in each 2 km heíght

range from 60 to 100 km ín altítude ís shown as a percentage of the total

number of accepted echoes for both analyses. Incoherent averaging has had

1íttle effect on the broad maxímum in accepted echoes near 90 km, but below

about 74 km, the effectíve yíe1d of usable echoes has been nearly doubled.
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3.5.1 Incoherent Average of All Results.

Figure 3.12 (from Macleod and Vincent, 1985) shows the mean zonal

and meri-dional wínd profíles observed at Maq/son duríng the total períod of

observatíon. Standard errors range from about 10 ms-1 ,,."", 60 km to 2ms-1

at 100 km. Observatíons made duríng summer at Poker Flat (Carter and

Balsley, 1982) and Scott Base (Fraserr 1984a) are shown for comparison.

Appropríate profí1es from the zorLal- models of CIRA (7972) and the

merídíonal wínd model of Groves (L969) are also shown.

All observations show the zonal flow to be westward at most

heights, although the Mawson results are significantly smaller. The same

effect ís seen in the Mawson meridíonal profile (Poker Flat data must be

reversed fox comparison to allow for the change in hemísphere).

Differences between these profí1es may result from interhemispheríc and

ínterannual varíabílity, but the average results shown here for Mawson are

composed of data obtaíned over a period of approxímately two months, ín

which systematíc changes with time are evídent, and like1y to account f.ox

the smaller total averages.

The annual variations in prevailíng zorral- and meridíona1 winds at

Poker Flat have been presented recently by Manson et al. (1985) and axe

shown here ín figure 3.13. The most suítable month for comparíson wíth the

results presented in fígure 3.12 ís July (northern hemisphere summer) . By

comparing these figures, ít can be seen that the more recent results from

Poker Flat are closer in magnitude to those from Mawson than the Poker Flat

results plotted in fígure 3.12. A1so, the height of transitíon from

westward to eastward wínds (the height of zero crossing) is lower than the

other results presented for Poker Flat.
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4 RESULTS.

Once the records from Antarcti-ca had been analysed, ít was

apparent that tidal analyses could not be applíed reliably to all the

resulÈs on a day to day basís. This was often due to inadequate and non-

uniform data rates, partícularly at the lower altitudes, although equípment

damage caused data losses at all heights. Closer examination showed that

by groupíng 7 days of data into one'equívalent'day, the hourly

distríbution of results over each'equivalent' day for a1títudes between 80

and 100 km was much more suítable for harmoníc analysís. This was true for

any group of 7 consecutíve days within the observation períod.

Similar observations at other sites in Èhe southern hemisphere,

for example at Townsville (Craig et al., 1980) and Adelaide (Víncent and

Ba11, 1981), have shown evidence of day to day variability in the

prevaí1íng winds suggestíng the presence of longer period oscíl1ations. In

addition to the 1íke1y presence of longer period oscí1lations at the

latitude of Mawson, day to day variabílity is also 1íkely due to

geomagnetíc activíty. By averaging the results of several days

observations (in thís case 7), a more accurate determination of the

prevaíling wínds and major tidal components should result. The observatíon

períod at Mawson hras such that 7 'equívalent'days resulted. The data

obtained duríng the periods designated as weekl, week2 etc. ín figure 3.6

were used in each of the respective 'equívalent' days.

The results obtaíned ín the Antarctic wíll be discussed in the

following order, prevaílíng wínds, díurnal tides and semi-diurnal tídes.

The results f.or the average prevailíng winds over the whole observation
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period r¡/ere díscussed at the end of the last chapter, but the changes ín

the prevailing winds duríng thís períod will be presented in this chapter

from the analysis of the 7 equivalent days. The sectíons concerning the

diurnal and semi-diurnal tides contain discussions referring to the average

results for the whole observation period, followed by a week to week

description of the tidal systems for the same period. A spectral analysis

of the hourly averaged Mawson data at the 92-94 kn leve1 concludes the

discussion of the Antarctíc results.

As has been stated earlier, the equipment used to obtain results

at Mawson had been installed prevíously at Townsville (20oS, 147oE). The

author ran the equipment for five weeks during July and August (26/JuIy/8O

to 29/AuS/80) of 1980 (southern hemisphere l{inter months), prior to íts

transport to Antarctica. The results from that period at Townsville and

concurrent results taken by the Radíophysics group of the University of

Adelaide at Buckland Park (35oS,138oE) will be díscussed at the end of thís

chapter.

4.1 Antarctic Results.

Fígure 4.1 is included for comparison with the results presented

ín figures 4.10,4.I4 and 4.19. Includad ín figure 4.1 are experimental

results from Poker Flat (prevailing wínds and tides) and Scott Base

(prevaíling wínds). Theoretícal results from Forbes' (1982a, b) tídal

models are also ínc1uded, the numerical values for which have been taken

from the tabulatíons of Forbes and Gillette (1982).
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4 . L .I Prevai l ing l{inds .

Figure 4.2 shows the zonal and meridj-onal wínd profíles covering

the 80 to 100 km altitude range in steps of 2 km f.or the 7 'equívalent'

days. The values whích were used to produce these profiles are the zero

order terms of the harmonj-c analysís performed on eachtequívalenttday.

The values used to produce the 'equívalent' day hrere obtained from

incoherently averaged hourly means.

The zonal flow ís westward at most heights, although over the

períod of observation, the systematic descent of an eastward flow is

evident. Thís ís ín accord with current observatíons in the southern
+

hemisphere at Chrístchurch, New Zea1atd (41'S) (Smíth,l9B3) and Adelaide

(Vincent, 1984b), which show that the height of zero crossing to be below

90 km duríng the same period of the I979/I98O southern hemisphere summer.

The westward jet appears to occur higher in altítude at higher southern

latitudes. These results are at variance with current models (CIRA, 1972;

Koshelkov, 1984), whích place the peak of the westward jet below 75 km.

Overal1, the magnitude of the zona1- flow agrees better with

results taken at Scott Base (78os) (Fraser, L984a) than those from Poker

Flat (65oN), (Carter and Balsley, 1982). The southern hemisphere values

tend to be smaller than those of the northern hemísphere. Averagíng zonal

wínd values over an extended period of tíme may produce apparently small

values if the underlying prevailíng systems are undergoing systematíc large

scale changes. The smaller averaged values observed in the southern

hemísphere may be a real difference between hemispheres, but there is

ínsufficíent evídence; interannual varíability could also account for the

difference.
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The meridional profíles for the same períod are shown in fígure

4.2. The flow ís towards the equator (northwards) at most heíghts, wíth

maximum values between 10 and 20 ms-l. The wind magnitudes observed at

Scott base are again closer to the Mawson results than those from Poker

Flat (figure 4.I). The flow from the pole is in agreement wíth the results

of Nastrom et al, (1982), and larger than predicted by earlier numerícal

models, e.g. Holton and l{ehrbein (1980), although later models which use

gravity rìrave drag better simulate the observed meridional flow (Holton,

1982; Matsuno, 1982).

The major devíations from the orderly behaviour during the

observation period occurred in the second and thírd weeks. There had been

damage to the transmittíng array between these two periods, which is

evídent ín the lack of sufficient relíable data below about 84 km. The

strongest westvrard f1ow, of approximately 40 *"-1 occurred during the

second week near 87 km. It ís probably fortuitous, but the southern

hemisphere summer solstice occurred during the second week. It is temptíng

to attribute the strong rdestvüard flow to this event, but thís seems most

unlikely.

Fígure 4.3 has been íncluded to províde informatíon on the

geomagnetic conditíons at Mawson duríng the period of observation. It can

be seen that the thírd, síxth and seventh weeks r¡/ere more geomagnetically

active than the others. Sudden commencements (shown in figure 4.3) also

occurred at these times. Due to hígh radiowave absorption above 90 km

towards the end of the síxth r.{eek, the receiver had been set to a lower

height range. Suitable echoes above 90 km q¡ere not observed until after
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the fourth day of the seventh week, and then only for about 36 hours. The

lack of results ís reflected in the relatively large errors for winds

measured at heights above 90 km in the seventh week.

l{hile the major fluctuations ín the wind fields appear to be

associated with períods of geomagnetíc activity, there l¡/ere some

differences in the geomagnetic conditíons of weeks 3, 6 and 7. In week 3,

a sudden commencement q¡as followed by sharp íncreases and decays in *n

j-ndex for the next few days. In week 6 a sudden commencement preceded a

períod of 3 days of relatively uníformly disturbed conditions, of whích two

r{rere included in the results for week 6 and the other included in the

results for week 7. In week 7, a sudden commencement occurred on the síxth

day, so any effects above 90 km due to this event would not have been

recorded.

In the profiles of weeks 2 and 3, the regíons of maximum zonal

shear correspond to a poleward meridional flow. In week 7 the regi-on of

maxímum zonal shear lies between 9I and 93 km, whí1e the correspondíng

meridíonal profile shows a possible poleward flow at 93 km. These

observatíons are at varíance to those of Vincent (1984b), who notes that

for the systematic variation with latítude and a1títude, maxímum meridional

winds occur in regions of maximum zonal shear. The quality of the data ín

weeks 2,3 and 7 is somewhat poorer than that of the other weeks. It ís

therefore possíb1e that there may be some unresolved tidal contribution

whích produced these effects. Another possibility ís that planetary qlave

actívíty ís responsíb1e. Planetary wave actívity at these levels of the

atmosphere duríng summer has been discussed ín the introductory chapter
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5
(see page .kJ. During week 4, the region of maxímum zonal shear occurs near

90 km, and corresponds to a broad maximum in the meridional profíle, in

agreement with Vincentts observations. It ís of interest to note that for

the geomagnetíca1ly actíve weeks, regions of maximum zor.al shear are

assocíated wíth a reductíon (more poleward) in the mean meridional f1ow.

Changes ín the dynamical behaviour in the 80 to 100 km altitude

range duríng this períod of observation are perhaps better represented by

liguxe 4,4. In thís figure, the weekly averaged results used in figure 4,2

have been averaged over 4 km height bands and plotted as shown.

The zonal profiles clearly show a progression towards more

eastward winds in the late summer, partícularly at the higher levels where

the rate of change is greatest. The meridional profiles show an overall

weakening of the equatorward (northward) flow, with the largest effects

occurríng during the second and thírd weeks.

Fígure 4.5 provides further insight into the systematíc changes

with time of these wínd systems. Data for the height ranges 82 to 88 km

fo
and 92 aård 98 km have been averaged together, harmonícally analysed and a

4-day runníng mean performed on the resulting data sets to produce these

results. A sma1l íncrease in the zor^al component at the higher level is

evident. For the merídíonal component, a poleward trend is apparent at the

lower 1evel, while there ís evidence of an increase ín the equatorward flow

at the higher level.

The most signifícant effects appear to be associated with the

sudden commencement during the third week. Ior the zonal components, thís
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event is accompaníed by a strong deceleratíon of the flow at the higher

levels, with little effect at Èhe lower levels, but between two and three

days later, there is a large recovery, particularly at the lower Ievel.

For merídional components duríng the same period, the upper level ís

subject to an increase ín the equatorward flow, while the lower levels show

an increase in poleward flow.

Balsley et al. (1982) and Johnson and Luhman (1985) have examined

data obtaíned at Poker Flat for evidence of geomagnetíc effects on

mesospheríc winds. Both groups noted changes in spectral power of diurnal

and semí-díurnal tidal components duríng geomagnetically active periods.

Balsley et a1. (1982) reported an observed correlation between short-term

fluctuations ín the zonaL wínd field at Poker Flat and the intensity

variatíons ín the auroral electrojet. This correlatíon was observed during

weakly disturbed conditions, and r{ras evident throughout the range 83 to

90 km. They observed no such behaviour for the meridional wínds. Theír

results refer to data taken during the 1979 northern hemisphere summer, and

duríng their period of observation, they noted that increases in 1ocal

auroral electrojet hrere accompanied by increases ín the prevailing zonal

wínd. The results presented ín figure 4.5 show a deceleration to the zonal

flow occurrlng close to the tlme of a sudden commencement (eg. weeks 3 and

6), but then an enhancement of the flow in the geomagnetically unsettled

period after, ín accord wíth the results of Balsley et al. (1982).

Johnson and Luhman (1985) presented the results of spectral

analyses of auroral zone neutral wínds at a height of 86 km, measured using

the MST radar at Poker Flat and obtained during northern hemisphere summer
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períods of approximately the same duration as the Antarctic results

presented here, for the years 1980, 1981 and L982. They found that for

spectral components wíth períods less than about 8 hours, there l¡/as no

discernable dífference between geomagnetically active and quíet períods.

For longer period components, they proposed that the response of

the atmosphere at the 86 km level depended on whether there l{Ierer on the

average, well established diurnal and semídíurnal fluctuations or not. For

well established tídaI fíelds, their results indicated that an íncrease in

geomagnetíc actívity corresponded to a decrease ín the power of low

frequency components, and vice versa. In particular, their results

indicated that in June and July of 1981, increases in geomagnetic activity

corresponded to íncreases in the spectral po$/er of the 1ow frequency

components, whereas the reverse was true for 1980 and 1982.

Although there is a tíme lag of 6 months between the 1981 results

of Johnson and Luhman and those presented here, the results presented ín

figure 4.5 for the 82-86 km leve1 during week 3 are in accord with those

from Poker Flat. For the.92-96 km level shown ín fígure 4.5, the results

are more ambiguous. Duríng week 3, an increase in the zonaT- component of

-25 ms-1 i" accompanied by a decrease in the merídíonal component of a few

,0"-1 close to the time of the sudden commencement. In week 6 hohrever, at

the time of the sudden commencement, the zonal component decreases by

-1-10 ms , whíle there ís a simílar increase ín the meridíonal component.

t{hí1st the departures from the orderly seasonal behavíour appear

to be associated with geomagnetícally active periods, the exact mechanísm

is not clear. Increased partícle precipitatíon, causing an increase ín ion
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drag, could no doubt contríbute to an overall deceleration. The change ín

the distribution of tidal modes associated with such events may account for

a general variabílity. The timing of these events with respect to the

summer solstíce may be of signifícance, but more informatíon, obtained

during geomagnetically active periods, is needed to clarify the present

observations.

4 . L.2 Díurna1 Tide.

The hourly means which r¡rere derived f rom the incoherently

averaged correlatíon functíons for the whole observation period v\¡ere

averaged and placed into respectíve hourly bins. The resulting 24 hour

data set r^ras then harmonically analysed. Figure 4.6 (f rom Macleod and

Vincent, 1985) shows the díurna1 amplitudes and phases obtained, which are

representatíve of the mean state of the diurnal tidal system during the

períod of observatíon. Velocíty errors range from 2-3 ms-l at the lower

levels to 1-2 ms-l at the upper levels, corresponding errors in phase are

+1-2 hr and +0.5-1 hr. Plotted for convenience on these diagrams are the

model results and observatíons given in fígure 4.1.

The Poker Flat summertíme amplitudes were obtaíned by averagíng

the amplítudes of the harmoníc analyses of individual days data (Carter and

Balsley, 7952), whereas the Mawson amplitudes eJere averaged vectorially.

This probably accounts for the comparatively large amplitudes of the Poker

Flat summertíme results. The wíntertíme Poker FIat results, which r¡¡ere

taken at the same tíme as the Mawson results, rdere obtained using meteor

echoes, and $rere províded by Avery (1983). The wíntertíme Poker Flat

results Frere averaged vectorially and show very small amplitudes, whích
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would contríbute to the erratic phase behavíour wíth height.

Notwithstanding thís, the winterÈime Poker Flat phase results broadly agree

wíth those from Mawson.

Lysenko et aI (1979), referring to a mean altitude of 94 km at

Molodezhnaya, report mean phases for tt.e zonal and merídíonal díurnal tides

of about 79 hrs and t hr respectively. Fígure 4.6 shows good agreement

with the Molodezhnaya phase results. The amplitudes at Molodezhnaya are

significantly larger than those observed at Mawson, but it ís not clear hoq¡

the Molodezhnaya data were averaged.

The Mawson diurnal amplitudes are in general agreement with

Forbes' tidal model below 85 km, but there are díscrepancies at hígher

altitudes. Observed amplitudes tend to grohr with height, and Poker Flat

results also show evidence of this behaviour, whíle the model results decay

rapídly wíth heíght. Rapid decay in amplitude wíth increasing heíght ís

the expected behaviour for evanescent modes generated at lower heights.

The growth with height ín the amplítudes of the díurnal tída1 components

observed in both hemispheres, provides some evídence for an unresolved in

sítu tídal source.

Ttrere is good agreement in phase for Lhe Mawson and Poker Flat

summertime results. For the Poker Flat wintertíme results, takíng ínto
a

account the smal1 amplitudes, there ís re¡onable agreement, particularly

for the merídíonal components. Taking into account the errors, the results

indicate that the zotal oscillatíons are approxímately in phase ín the

north and south hemíspheres and the meridíonal oscillatíons are in

antiphase. This indicates the presence of symmetric tída1 modes. The
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almost constant phase structure, above about 85 km, has generally been

taken to indicate that ít is evanescent modes which domínate. Thís has

been the expected result for hígh latítudes. As was díscussed ín sectíon

I.3.2 of the introductory chapter, Vial and Teítelbaum (1984) have

questioned the validity of this assumption. In theír ldork, they studied

the effects of turbulent diffusion on the 1atítudinal structure of the

first díurnal propagatíng mode, and concluded that turbulent dissipatíon

extended Èhe Hough functj-ons of the (1,1) mode to hígher latitudes, and

that this mode was responsible for many diurnal tídal effects whích had

been ascribed to evanescent modes.

Some evídence for a smal1 propagatíng diurnal tídal component ís

given in fígure 4.7, in which the amplítudes and phases of the observed

diurnal components are compared with the theoretical calculations of Forbes

and Gí11ette (L982). The results from Ì4awson show that above 90 km the

rotatíon of the tidal vector ís ín the correct sense, and the phase

difference between the zonal and meridional components is close to 9Oo

whích ís expected for propagatíng and evanescent modes. In addítion, there

is evidence for a small amplitude growth in the Mawson results from the

lowest to highest level in both merídional and zonal components. The

results of Forbes (I982a) shoq/ none of these effects.

The amplítudes and phases of the weekly averaged diurnal tidal

oscillatíon are shown ín fi-gure 4.8. The mean amplitude of the zona!

díurnal tíde íncreases over the 7 week period from about 10 ms-1 to

20 ms-1. The results from Poker Flat (fíg. 4.L) are of a símilar order.

The mean amplítude of the meridíonal díurnal tíde is more variable, but
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generally 1íes somewhere between 10 and 20 ms-I. Again these results are

símilar to those from Poker Flat. The magnitudes of zonal and meridional

components of the diurnal tide are larger than those predicted by Forbes

(see figure 4.1).

tr'or altitudes below 90 km, the magnitudes of the zonal diurnal

components for weeks 41 5, 6 and 7 increase from about 10 ms-1 ot 1""" at

80 km to approxímately 20 rs-1 at 90 km. In week 1, the amplitudes from 80

to 90 km are smalI, not exceedíng 10 ms-l. t{eek 2, which, like week 3, has

no suítable results below 84 km, shows a large peak in the diurnal

component at 86 km followed by a sharp decrease in amplitude at 88 km. For

week 3, the zonal component at 86 km is very smaIl, increasing to a little

more than 10 ms 1 at 88 km and decreasing again at 90 km.

Except for week 2, the zonal diurnal compönents above 90 km tend

a local maxímumto be larger than those below. Weeks 1, 2, 3 and 4 show

ms 1, while the latter 3 weeks show a localat 96 km of approxímately 20

mínímum at the same heíght.

The magnitudes of the merídj-onal diurnal components axe more

variable. Weeks 1, 3 and 7 show some tendency for overall amplitude growth

with increasíng a1títude, but the other weeks show more random

distríbutions. There is a maxímum ín the meridional component of about 20

."-1.""ocíated v¡ith the zonal maximum at 86 km during week 2. The largest

meridional component ís approximately 40 ms-1 and occurs ín the

geomagnetically actíve thírd week.
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It ís of ínterest to examíne some features of figure 4. I in víew

of the findíngs of Johnson and Luhman (1985), that ís, under conditíons

when no well developed diurnal and semidiurnal tída1 fíelds q¡ere present on

the average, íncreased geomagnetíc activíty correlated posítively wíth an

increase ín spectral povùer at low frequencies. In figure 4.8, for the

geomagnetícally active weeks 3, 6 and 7, relatively broad maxima ín zortal

velocíties are apparent above 90 km. For the merídional profiles, week 3

shows the largest meridional velocíties at 95 km, week 6 shows the smallest

velocities around the same height, whíle the results for week 7 axe

ínconclusive due to large errors.

The results presented here show considerable week to week

variabilíty. Large changes ín amplitude and phase, below about 90 km, for

example near 87 km during the second week, are most líke1y due to

ínterference effects between díurnal modes. Nevertheless, vreeks 3, 4, 6,

and 7, show a very símilar zotal phase structure between 88 and 96 km,

which has the characteristics of a propagating tide (í.e. tíme of maximum

phase decreases wíth altitude¡, the wavelength of whích would be

approxímately 25 km, close to the wavelength of the (1'1) propagatíng

díurnal mode as predícted by classícal tidal theory.

Fígures 4.9 and 4.10 show the results of the harmonic analyses'of

a seríes of 4-day runníng means performed on two averaged altitude bands,

82,84, 86 km and 92, 94,96 km respectively, for the period correspondíng

approxímately to weeks 4, 5, 6 and 7. At the lower levels (figure 4.9)'

there are no díscernable trends. As mentioned prevíously, amplitudes tend

to be of similar magnitudes with considerable variabí1ity, and there are no
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obvious trends ín phase. At the higher levels (figure 4.10), the overall

amplitudes of merídional and zonal components are similar, and slightly

larger than those of the lower 1evel. The phase results at the higher

1eve1 show that overall, the zonal phase tends to lead the meridional by

about 6 hours, and both appear to be subject to a similar phase

retardat ion.

4.I.3 Semídíurnal Tide.

Figure 4.11 (from Macleod and Vincent, 1985) is constructed from

all available data, in the same manner as figure 4.6, and is intended to

shorar the average semidiurnal tide system over the observation period. The

uncertaintíes in the amplitudes and phases are similar to those for the

diurnal tíde shown in figuxe 4,6, although the uncertaínty in the phases of

both components ís several hours at heights near 85 km. Agaín the

experímental observatíons from Poker Flat and the results of Forbest tidal

model have been íncluded on the fígure as indicated.

The experimental results from Poker Flat taken during the same

period (figure 4.1 - northern hemisphere winter l98L/1982) show the best

agreement with those presented for Mawson. Amplitudes overall are simí1ar

for the Mawson and both sets of Poker Flat results. Near 95 km, i"}:,e zonal

components are approximately ín phase, while the merídional components are

ín approximate antiphase. This suggests the dominance of symmetric modes.

Above about 90 km, the model results shown in fígure 4.LI are

larger than those observed mainly because ít is assumed ín the model that

there ís constructíve ínterference between modes. The phase results are in

closer agreement with the model, partícularly above 90 km, where the zona1-
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components generally lead the merídional components by a few hours. This

is expected ín the southern hemísphere.

Fígure 4.12 compares Forbes' results with the average tidal

vectors for the whole observation period at Mawson in 4 km stePs. h¡hi1e

there is occasíonal agreement ín the phase between these results, the

discrepancíes in amplítudes are obvious, ín that the model results are much

greater than those observed. In addition, with íncreasíng altítude, the

Mawson observations show a clear increase ín amplítude and a smooth

progression in the earlier time of. maximum phase. Again, these are

characteristícs of propagating tídes whích are expected for the semidiurnal

tidal field at high latitudes.

Height profíles of the semidiurnal amplitudes and phases for the

7 weeks of observation are given ín figure 4.13. The uncertainties in

these values, as sho$/n, are símilar to those of the diurnal tide over the

same period. T|r:re zonal semidíurnal components in general show an overall

increase ín amplitude wíth inceasíng altitude, although there are local

maxima at 82 km ín week 5 and at 90 ar'd 94 km in week 6, which contradict

this general observatíon. The merídíona1 amplitude components tend to be

smaller than their zorral- counterparts, with slightly less large scale

varíatíon. There is líttle evidence of growth ín amplitude wíth height for

the merídíonal components.

While the semidiurnal merídional phase results presented in

figure 4.13 show a general decrease ín time of maximum phase with

íncreasíng altítude, there ate signifícant variations from week to week,

particularly ín the altitude range 85 to 95 km. The difference in phase
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between tine zonal and merídíonal components ín this altítude range ís also

varíab1e from week to week. Near 90 km for example, week 1 and week 6 show

a phase dífference of approxímately 6 hours between components, weeks 2 and

3 show a phase difference of about 3 hours, and during weeks 4,5 and 7,

the phase difference is consístently less than 3 hours. It is of ínterest

to note that for week 2 the phase structure ís very steady, wíth the zonal

and merídional components ín approxímate phase quadrature over most of the

observed range, indicatíve of a propagating tide. The vertical wavelength

of thís structure is approximately 30 km, which corresponds closely to the

(2,6) mode.

Such varíability ís predícted by theoretj-ca1 models (Forbes,

Lg82b) due to the presence of various tidal modes in the 80 to 100 km

region. Tidal variability has been discussed in more detail ín the

íntroduction, where ít was emphasised that slight shifts in the relative

phases among various modes can lead to considerable changes in phase of the

total semídiurnal variation from day to day wíth respect to 1atítude and

height. The varíabílity of the semidiurnal tidal components generated from

week to week as demonstrated ín figure 4.L3, partícu1arly below about

90 km, is no doubt responsíble for the very sma1l amplitudes in this range

shown ín figure 4.11, through the destructive ínterference of the varíous

modes generated from week to week when averaged over the length of the

observatíon period.

Figures 4.14 and 4.L5 show the semidiurnal results of the

harmoníc analysis oL a 4-day runníng mean performed on the data set used to

produce figures 4.9 and 4.10. At the lower level (figure 4'I4), except for
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a large meridional excursíon centred near January 15, and a zor.al increase

near January 30, the amplítudes are smal1, less than 10 os 1, with the

merídíonal components beíng s1íght1y larger overall up to January 24. The

phase results show large shífts over the períod of a few days for both

components, wíth the zor.al component generally leading the meridíonal by

about 4 hours.

For the higher Ievel (figure 4.15), the zonal and meridional

components are of simílar magnitude, with the zonal component tending to

íncease over the period shown, while the meridional shows a slight

decreasing trend. The phase results indícate that the relationshíp between

components remaíns approximately constant , with the meridional component

leading the zonal by 2 to 3 hours throughout the períod shown, but that Èhe

whole semídíurna1 system undergoes a 1-arge shift of about 6 hours every few

days.

4.I.4 Spectral Analysís.

A spectral analysis of the data obtained at Mawson is the best

r{/ay to gain insight ínto the nature of the dominant atmospheríc

oscíllatíons. The nature of the experiment at Mawson, and the constraints

of its use there, meant that it was not possíb1e to spectrally analyse the

data and obtaín ínformatíon on short-períod oscillations, such as high

frequency gravity $raves. The best suíted data to spectral analysis ín this

case hrere the hourly averaged wind values díscussed in much of this thesis,

which constraíns any analysís to periods greater than 2 hours. On

examination, ít q¡as found that the best compromise for the purposes of

spectral analysís r,sas to use the hourly averaged results of the 92 and

94 km heíght bands.
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The data set used in the spectral analysís shown in figure 4.16

begíns at the start of week 1, and, at the 92 - 94 km level, contaíns the

most continuous data avaí1able. Even so, slíghtly less than 50% of the

following 1024 hours contained no measured wind values. Thís must be

stressed before any further díscussion of the spectral analysis.

The gaps ín the data were fi1led by interpolating between

measured values. The resulting data sets hrere then transformed to have

zero means, and any 1ínear trends q/ere removed by a least squares fít to

the data and subsequent transformation. A cosíne taper was then applied to

the 10% of data at eíther end of each data set, to reduce sideband leakage,

before applying a Fast Fouríer Transform (FFT). Final1y, the spectral

powers were calculated and frequency averaged over 4 bins. Assuming that

the random error associated with the data has a chí-squared distribution

(Bendat and Píersol, 1977), then there are 8 degrees of freedom associated

with each spectral estimate. The actual error is líke1y to be larger due

to the paucity of the data.

The general shape of the curves shown in fígure 4.L6 ís very

similar to those presented by other authors for other sites, ê.8. Víncent

and 8a11, 1981;8a.11, 1983; Víncent, 1984a; Vincent, 1985 (whích primarily

deal with results from Adelaide and Townsví1le) and Johnson and Luhman,

1985 (for Poker Flat). For comparíson, the results of Johnson and Luhman,

1985; are included (f igure 4.17) because they v,rere obtained at a hígh

latítude síte, and they represent the spectral analysis of data sets of

similar length to that obtained at Mawson.
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Analysed ín thís wêy, the data shown has a cut-off period of 2

hours. In his discussion of spectral densitíes observed at Adelaide and

Townsví1le, Víncent (1984a) notes that these spectra are best represented

by two segmentsr a constant power segment at long periods and a power law

segment of the form S(f)af-k at shorter periods, with the break between

these segments occurring close to the inertial period at the two sítes.

The inertial períod in hours ís 12 'i t.=--/sin', where ó ís the latitude. At

Mawson t- ís 72.9 hours. A break at thís period is expected theoretícally
l-

as internal gravíty hraves cannot exist at íntrínsic periods greater this.

Background winds may Doppler shift some r^rave energy to longer periods

relative to a ground based observer and cause apparent variatíon ín the

period at which the break between the constant pohrer and power law segments

occurs. The constant por^rer law segment of the data shown in fígure 4.16

begíns close to the ínertíal períod, as do the results shown ín fígure

4.I7. The slope of the spectra of figure 4.16 at periods less than about

12 hours is approxímately 1.5, close to the value found by other workers

(e.g. Víncent, 1984a).

A measure of the root mean square gravity wave amplítude at

Mawson can be obtained by integrating under the spectra of figure 4.L6

between the appropriate frequency 1ímits. The best fit (excludíng

contributions from any promínent tidal peaks) to the pov¡er law segment of

data obtained at Townsvílle, Adelaide and Poker Flat has been estímated by

Víncent (1984a) as:

s(f) = o.66f-1'5r2"'2Hr-1 çTo*n"vi1le),

s(f) = o.g6f 1'5m2s-2H"- 1 (Ad.lríde),

s (f) = 0.33f- /'^2"'2Hr- 1 (Pok"r Flat) .
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Usíng these expressíons, the root mean square gravity q/ave

amplítudes of u/aves with periods between 2 and 12 hours have been

calculated for each síte. These values are shown below, along wíth the

estímated root mean square gravíty r4rave amplitude at Mawson for the same

range of períods. Included ín the table are the inertial períods at each

síte.

Townsví11e

Adelaide

Poker Flat

Mawson

-1fms ìrms'

12.7

15 .4

20.6

15 .0

(hours ) .

36.9

20.9

L3.2

12.9

1,
l_

V

Víncent (1984a) discussed the mean square gravity wave amplítudes

at Townsví11e, Adelaide and Poker Flat, and noted 1íttle difference between

the amplitudes at each síte, but stressed that spectral estimates for

periods less tlrran 2 hours are less reliable than those for longer periods.

With the additíonal observations from Mawson, it does appear that the

southern hemísphere results in the 2 to 12 hour period range are smaller

and more símílar to each other than the equj-valent result at Poker Flat.

From figure 4.16, it can be seen that there is evidence of a

large contríbution to the dynamíc wind field from l{Iaves with periods

greater than 2 days ín both zonal and meridional profiles. There are also

signífícant peaks at the díurnal and semidiurnal periods. In the zor.a1-

profile there also appears to be some contribution at 16 and 8 hours.

Evidence of a 16 hour component has also been presented by Carter and

Ba1s1ey, (L982) for the Arctíc summer mesosphere.
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4.2 Townsví11e and Adelaíde Results

The profiles shown in figures 4.18, 4.20,4.23,4.26,4.28 and

4.3L r^/ere obtained by sorting all avaí1able data for each site ínto

respective 24 hourly bíns, then performing harmonic analyses on the

resulting data sets. In this manner the average prevaí1ing, díurnal and

semidíurnal results qrere obtaíned.

Also as wíth the Mawson results, each week of data from

Townsvílle and Adelaide has been treated as an tequívalent' day and

analysed harmonically. These results are presented ín figures 4.19, 4.22,

4.25, 4.27, 4.20 and 4.33. For figures 4.18 and 4.26, typical standard

errors for the means are about 2 r"-1, and for figures 4.19 and 4.27 abottt

4."-1. The uncertainty in the amplitudes of fígures 4.2O,4.23, 4.28 and

4.31 ís about t2 ms-1: the corresponding errors in phase are t1 hr. Errors

for the weekly averaged results presented in fígures 4.22,4.25,4.30 and

4.33 are estimated to be +5 *"-1 in amplitucle and +2 hr ín phase. For

levels where tidal amplitudes are very smal1 however, the correspondíng

uncertainties ín phase may be much larger.

4.2.'J. Townsville Prevaj-líng t{inds .

Figure 4.18 shows the average zonal and merídional wind profiles

between 80 and 100 km observed at Townsvílle duríng the period 26/JuIy/8O

to 29 / Á'lue/80. These data l¡¡ere used by Manson et al . ( 1985 ) in the

production of the prevailing wind profíles shown ín fígure I.4 for

Townsvil le .

verttat
The zonal component profile shows a steady decrease

component from approximately 2.5 ms-lkr-l ra 80 km to about

95 km. The height of zero crossing is close to 92 km.

gnadïerrfoÊ tK"
in the . zorLaLA, rt
- -lR/'rì ms near

^
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The meridíonal profíles show a decrease of about 3 ms-lkrn-1

between B0 and 85 km, changing from equatorward (northward) winds to

poleward (southward) wínds near 84 km. A poleward maximum of 7 ms I i" =""r,

at 88 km, and from 90 to 98 km, the meridional values íncrease by about

2 ms 1 wlth the flow changing from poleward to equatorward flow near 92 km.

The weekly averaged results fox the zotal and meridional

prevaíling winds are shown in figure 4.19. Overall, the zonal profiles

show a decrease in amplítude from >20 r"-1 at 80 km to values generally

less than -10 ms-1 at 98 km. Major devíations from the mean zonal profile

shown in figure 4.18 occur ín the first and second weeks below 90 km. In

the second week, no westward wínds are observed, although above 84 km, the

flow is vreak, wíth amplitudes of only a few t"-1.

In the meridíonal prof í1es of f igure 4 .19 , weeks one, tI^Io and

three show profíles whose overall structure is very similar to the

merj-dional profile of figure 4.18, with the magnítudes ín week three at 80

and 98 km beíng approxímately 10 ms'1 and 20 ms-1 respectively, greater

than those in week one. Week two also shows a simílar structure to weeks

one and three, except that the southward jet appears to occur at a slightly

lower altítude (86 km) than it does ín the other weeks. l{eek four shows a

relatively large regíon between 84 and 94 km in which the mean meridional

wínd ís close to zero with an apparent weak southward flow at 88 km. The

meridional profíle shown ín week five is simílar to the average profile for

the whole observatíon períod except for a local maximum in northward flow

at 90 km. It ís of ínterest to note the gradual increase ín the strength of

the merídional jet whích occurs in the range 86 to 90 km, from a value of
-1I.-15ms * in week one to an average value rLear zero in week 5.
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4.2.2 Townsví11e Diurnal Tíde.

The average diurnal tidal results for the observation períod at

Townsville are shown in fígure 4.20. Both profíles show smooth and símí1ar

transitions ín amplitude and phase throughout the range 80 to 100 km.

Merídíonal amplitudes are more than double

zonal amplítudes at all 1eve1s. A. zonal maxímum of 25

near 90 km and, at the same 1eve1, a meridional maximum of 53 ms-l. At 80

and 98 km the amplitudes of both profiles

maximum values.

are about half the corresponding

The phase variatíon with heíght ís very stable and similar for

both components, each showing a decrease in the tíme of maxímum phase with

íncreasíng altitude, indicatíve of a propagating tide. The ímplied

vertical wave length of the diurnal tide is close to 40 km.

Results have been presented by Víncent and Ball (1981) for

Townsville duríng June (southern hemisphere wínter) and November (southern

hemisphere spring) L978. These results are shown ín figure 4.21. The

profiles of fígure 4.2L show that both zona1- and meridional components

íncrease signifícantly from June to November I978. The November 7978

results are closer to those presented ín fígure 4.20 Uhan are those for

June I978. Also, the meri-dj-onal amplítude maxima shown ín f ígure 4.2I

occur at 95 km ín June 1978 and at 86 km ín November L978. The zortal-

profí1es of Figure 4.2L, show no maximum in June, but ín November there is

a maximum at 86 km. The profíles of figure 4.2O, show both zonal and

meridíona1 amplitude maxima near 90 km, well placed for smooth transitions

in the peak of the díurna1 flows from June to November. The tímíng of the

the
-1

MS

correspondJ-ng

can be seen
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July/August 1980 results ís ímportant as can be seen from fígure 1.4, in

which rapid equínoctial changes, especíally in the zonal component' are

apparent near the end of August.

Examínation of the phase results

that the July/August 1980 observations are

1ike. The implied vertical wavelength of the

-75 km, and ín November 1978 r¡¡as -50 km'

estímated for the July/August 1980 diurnal

of figures 4.2O and 4.21 show

more spring-like than wínter-

diurnal tide in June 1978 was

closer to the value of 40 km

tide.

The weekly averaged results for the diurnal tídes observed at

Townsvílle are presented ín figure 4.22. Over the period of observation,

the zonal diurnal amplitude aE 80 km íncreases from close to zero during

week one to about 30 *"-1 in week five. Also, the height of maxímum

diurnal amplitude varies f.xom 94 km in week one to 88 km in week five.

The meridíona1 profíles of figure 4.22 show some week

variability ín the overall shape of the profile, but maximum values

-50 ms 1"rrd all occur between 88 and 92 km.

to week

are all

The díurnal zonal phase results show a simílar structure with

height for all profiles above 84 km, above whích level, the time of maxímum

phase at all levels íncreases by about 4.5 hr over the observation period.

This ís ín accord wíth the results of Vincent and Ball (figure 4.2I). Most

varíabílíty ís seen ín the zonal phase results below 84 km.

The díurnal meridional phase results show very simílar structures

and times of phase maxima over the whole observation period. Above 90 km

however, weeks one, tr^ro and three show a tendency towards either a longer
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vertical r{avelength or arL evanescent diurnal tide, whereas in weeks four

and fíve, the upper levels indícate shorter vertícal wavelength modes.

This tendency ís also reflected to some extent in the zonal phase results

of fígure 4.22.

Also over the period of observation, above about 84 km, the phase

dífference between the zorra1- and meridional components varies from

approximately 10.5 hr in week one to 4.5 hr ín week 5.

4.2.3 Townsvílle Semídíurnal Tide.

The average semidíurnal results for the July/August observatíon

period at Townsville are gíven ín figure 4.23. Although the zonal and

meridíonal semídíurnal amplítudes are small, there are íncreases of a few

-1ms ' from 80 to about 90 km ín both profiles, wíth a reduction in amplitude

and less orderly behaviour above 90 km.

For the zorral- phase structure below 92 km and at all heíghts for

the meridional phase profile there is good evídence of a propagatíng

semidiurnal tide wíth a wavelength of approxímately 100 km. In the zor.a1-

profile, at 92 km, the phase structure breaks down. The zonal semidiurnal

amplitudes above this 1evel are smal1 and erratic.

The Townsvílle semídiurnal tidal results of Vincent and Ball are

shown in figure 4.24. Overall, the July/August results are more símíIar to

the June 1978 results than to those of November 1978. This can be seen ín

the amplitudes of the semidíurna1 tide, where for the June 1978 profí1es,
n -1there are no results greater tha^10 [s ', and local maxíma near

November 1978 results show a steady íncrease in arnplítude with

heíght.

88 km. The

increas íng
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The phase results of June 1978 are overall, more similar to the

July/August 1980 results than are the November 1978 results, although the

latter zonal results above 92 km are very much like those of July/August

1980. Thís may be of signíficance when the dramatíc equinoctial changes

seen in figure 1,4 are taken into account.

The weekly averaged semidiurnal tidal results for Townsville are

given in figure 4.25 and show consíderable week to week variability. The

amplítudes are fairly weak, wítlrl zonal components, apart from week three,

rarely exceeding 10 ms-l. In general the meridional amplitudes are larger

than the zonaL.

Except for those heights aE which the semidiurnal zoîal

amplitudes are smal1 (week 1, 82 and 94 km; week 3, 94 km; week 5, 92 and

94 km), the semidiurnal phase results índícate a long vertícal wavelength

(-100 km from fígure 4.23) or an evanescent semidiurnal tide. Again as

with the weekly averaged diurnal results, the meridional phase structure

tends to remain more consistent over the observation períod with mean

values close to t hr. The zonal component generally leads the merídíonal

component. At the 88 to 90 km 1evel, this phase difference is close to 3

hours ín weeks one and two and six hours in weeks three, four and five.

4.2.4 Adelaide Prevailíng Winds.

The averaged prevailing winds observed in the period 26/July/8O

to 29/Aug/80 are shown ín fígure 4.26. The zonal f1ow, eastward at all

altitudes, ís characterised by a smooth decrease ín amplitude from 36 ms-1

at 80 km to about 7 ms 1 at 98 km, a decrease of about 1.6 t"-1kt-1. The

merídional flow ís very weak below 92 km, with amplitudes of 2 t"-1 or
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less. Between 84 and 90 k-m there ís evidence of a weak southward jet.

Above 90 km the meridional profíle íncreases from -2 rnr-l to a maximum of

12.5 ms 1 at 96 km. These results were included in figure 1.4 presented by

Manson et al. (1985) as part of the total dataset (-5 years of data in

all) from whích the fígure was constructed.

In the weekly

changes in the profíles

mean profí1es for each

-1. -1ms -km - ín week fíve.

the region 84 to 94 km.

averaged zonal profiles of

from week one to week fíve

figure 4.27, the major

is a steepening of the

in v¡eek one to 1.5week from about 2ms
1. -1

km

the largest departures from the mean state occur in

All meridional profiles of fígtre 4.27 except that of week fíve

show a general íncrease of slightly more than 20 ms-l from the lowest to

the highest 1eve1s. The profíle of week five shows a similar but weaker

-1(<10ms ^) amplítude growth with heíght. The strongest southward flow

occurs ín week one below 96 km. Again, the largest departures the mean

state occur ín the 84 to 94 km regíon.

4.2.5 Adelaíde Diurnal Tíde.

The average diurnal tide observed at Adelaide ín July/August 1980

is presented in fígure 4.28. Both the zonal and meridíonal amplítude

components are large (-30 ms-l) up to 90 km, and show minima near 95 km

-1 -1(10 ms ' for the zonal arrd -2O ms ' for the merídional), with slight growth

above.

The phase results show

component leading the merídíonal

very stable structures, with the zonaL

by 6 hr, índicating a propagating diurnal
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tide wíth an implíed vertical wavelength close to 40 km. The phase results

shown here are remarkably simílar to those presented in figure 4.20 for tl;.e

same period at Townsville.

Comparíson of fíguxe 4.28 wíth the June and November 1978 results

of Vincent and 8a11, (1981), given in figure 4.29, show that the phase

structure of the July/August results is more similar to the June I978

results than to those of November 1978. The zonal and meridíona1 diurnal

amplitudes shown for July/August 1980 show 1íttle similaríty with either of

those presented by Víncent and Ball. There is one important common feature

in all amplítude profiles and that ís the persístence with which minima

occur close to 95 km.

Ttre weekly averaged results for the diurnal tíde at Adelaíde are

shown in figure 4.30. There is an increase ín amplitude at the 80 to 90 km

levels from week one to week 5, especíally in the meridíonal component,

from less than 10 ms-1 to -30ms-1. Above 90 km, the amplitudes over the

period of observatíon are much more varj-able, although there ís an lncrease

in the merídional component from 20 ms 1 ao 45 *"-1 ftor week 1 to week 5.

T?re phase results show very stable profiles varyíng only slightly

above 90 km throughout the observation períod. The comments made previously

when discussíng the average diurnal phase results apply here also,

especially below 90 km. The most important features of the phase results of

fígure 4.30 are that the phase decreases with íncreasing altitude, the

zonal and merídional components are in phase quadrature and that the

ímplied vertícal wavelength throughout the five weeks of observatíon ís

close to 40 km.
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4.2.6 Adelaide Semidíurnal Tide.

The average semidiurnal tíde observed at Adelaide duríng

July/August 1980 ís shown ín figure 4.3L. Both amplitude components are

relatively weak, and sho some variabílíty. The zonaT amplitude increases

from 2 ms-l at 82 km to -9 *"-1 at 98 km. The meridional amplítude results

are much more varíable.

The zonal phase structure at all levels, and the meridional phase

below -92 kn, show evídence of a relatively short wavelength (-25 kn)

propagatíng mode.

The results of Víncent and Ball (1981) presented in fígtre 4.32

show little simílarity v¡íth those of figure 4.31. Amplitude results shown

in figure 4.32 f.ox June and November 1978 are of the same order as those of

figure 4.31, but there are no apparent common features. The phase results

for June 1978 are indicative of a much longer vertical wavelength mode than

that observed in Juty/August 1980, while the phase results for November

I978 are erratíc.

The weekly averaged semidíurnal tidal results for the five weeks

of observation are shown ín Figure 4.33. They show consíderable week to

week varíability.

In general, zonal and meridional amplitude components are of.

símílar magnítude, and show a s1íght increases with altitude from about

5 r"-1 at 80 km to >10 ms 1 at 90 km. Above 90 km the results are much more

varíab1e.
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The semidíurnal phase results gíven in figure 4.33 show shífts in

phase of a few hours for both components at all levels from week to week.

These results suggest the interaction of various semidiurnal modes during

the period of observatíon.

4.2.7 Comparíson of Prevailíng Wínds at Adelaide and Townsville.

The average results for the prevaíling winds over the whole

observation period at Townsví1Ie and Adelaíde (figures 4.18 and 4.26) agree

very closely with the results presented by Manson et aL. (1985) shown ín

fígure 1.4. Large changes in the prevailing zonal flow at all heíghts are

indicated by the Manson et aI. fígures near the end of. August for

Townsville and near the end of September for Adelaide. Examinatíon of the

weekly averages presented ín fígures 4.19 and 4.27 do not give any

índication of large systematíc changes to the prevailing systems, which,

for the zonal winds would be expected to occur earlíer at Townsville than

at Adelaíde. It is of interest to note that the Townsville meridíonal

results given in fígure 4.19 show less variability than any other profíles

in fígures 4.I9 and 4.27, and may indícate that this períod ís

characterístic of the meridional wínd system at Townsví11e.

4.2.8 Comparison of Díur:nal Tídes at Townsví1le and Adelaíde.

Of all the results presented for Townsville and Adelaide, the

average díurnal tidal results gíven in 4.20 and 4.28 and the weekly

averaged results given in 4.22 and 4.30 are the most stríkíng. The very

simílar phase structure of both zona1- and merídional components at both

latítudes are indicatíve of a common tidal mode. The ímplíed vertícal

wavelength of thís mode is approximately 40 km. Fellous et al. (1975) have
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shor{n that the vertical wavelength of the diurnal tide ín the northern

hemisphere is 27 km in winter and 50 km in spríng. The value of 40 km for

July/August ín the southern hemísphere ís therefore in good agreement.

Examínatíon of the velocity expansion functíons for diurnal modes

given ín figure 1.6 shows that for the (1,1) propagatíng mode, the raÈío of

tlae zonaL amplitude components at Townsville and Adelaide is I.22, and the

ratio of the corresponding meridional components is 1.94. Taking the zonal

and merídional amplítude components at 90 km ín figures 4.2O and 4.28, the

measured ratios are 0.89 and 2.07. The close correspondence of the

theoretícally predicted and experímenta11y deríved ratios suggest that the

díurnal mode whích dominated at Townsville and Adelaide was the (1,1)

propagating mode. The dj-fference in the tclassicalt (1,1) vertical

wavelength of 25 km and the measured value of 40 km, and the discrepancíes

between theoretical and measured velocity ratios could be accounted for by

the effects of turbulent diffusíon on the diurnal thermal tide as proposed

by Vial and Teitelbaum, (1984).

4.2.9 Comparison of Semidíurnal Tides at Townsville and Adelaide.

In the average semidiurnal tidal results of figures 4.23 and

4,3L, it can b: seen that the mean semidiurnal tide at Townsvílle ís

domínated by a long vertícal wavelength (-100 km) mode, possibly the (2'2)

or (2,3) mode. Adelaide ís domínated by a short vertical wavelength

(-39 km) mode, possíbly the (2,5) or (216) mode. At Townsvílle, the smooth

progressíon of zonal_ phase breaks down above 92 km, while at the same 1eve1

at Adelaíde, it i-s the merídíonal profile which breaks from the orderly

progres s ion .
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Shorter vertical wavelength nodes can be excíted through mode

coupling (Líndzen and Hong, 19743 Forbes and Garrett, 1978) due to mean

zonaL winds and merídíonal temperature gradients. The amplitude of the

mean zonal wínds at Adelaide (figure 4.26) are -10ms-1 greater at all

1evels than those of Townsville. Thís may be of significance in the

productíon of higher order modes at Adelaide.

The weekly averaged semidíurnal profiles of figures 4.25 and

4.33, although variable, show quite símilar changes from one weekrs average

to the next. Thís is true for both amplitude and phase results. In week

three for example, both Adelaíde and Townsví1le results show a zonal

amplitude maximun at 90 km, whíle the zonal phase leads the merídíonal by

about 4 hr at heíghts below 90 km. Thís suggests that there may be símílar

semidiurnal effects in operatíon at both sites.
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5 CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of the experímental work presented in thís thesis was

to provide quantítative ínformation ín order to examine the large-scale

dynamical behavíour of the Antarctic mesosphere and lower thermosphere

usíng PRt{ equipment operatíng at MF (1.94 Mhz)" Many details of the true

conditíons under whích the experiment eras to be conducted could not be

ascertained untí1 the auÈhor actually arrived in the Antarctic. The

resultíng modífícations to the system and the protracted installation

períod have been discussed ín chapter 2 and each affected the ultímate

nature of the experiment ín different $Jays. Obviously, the long

installatíon period meant that a discussion on seasonal varíatíons could

not be undertaken. If the equipment could have been ínstalled in

Antarctica ín the same confíguration as that used in Townsville, there

would have been a significant improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. This

would probably have resulted in the improvement of temporal resolution ín

both tidal and spectral analyses. The use of íncoherent averagíng offset

the effects of the reduced sígna1-to-noise ratio to some extent by

providing ímprovements in both the effective number and the dístributíon of

hourly mean wínd estímates.

The working conditíons in the Antarctic were such that a gxeat

deal of improvísatíon was reguired at times, and it was so remote that it

r¡/as not possíb1e to know whether or not the experíment had worked at all

until a few weeks before the author returned from the Antarctic. It was a

daunting situatíon for an experimentalíst.
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Evidence that the system performed in a manner consístent wíth

other sími1ar experiments has been offered ín figure 3.3, ín whích the

diffractíon pattern parameters observed at Mawson t{Iere compared and

contrasted wíth those from Adelaíde and Townsville. The only signíficant

departure of the Mawson results occurs above 90 kur, where the values of

pattern scale, pattern elongation "rd T0.5 are consistently smaller than

those of the other sites. The smaller values of these parameters observed

at Mawson may be interpreted as a relatíve1y greater degree of varíabilíty

at these levels in the Antarctíc.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates that there is a varíation ín the

dírectíon of elongation of diffraction patterns with latítude, partícularly

at the higher (-100 km) altítudes. Diffraction patterns at Townsville tend

to be elongated in the NS direction, $/hereas those at Mawson tend to be

elongated El{. Further investígatíon of thís effect is recommended, as it

may lead to a better understanding of the nature of partially reflecting

írregularitíes.

The mean prevaí1ing zorLaI and meridíonal winds observed during

the I98I/1982 summer at Mawson r{rere shown in f igure 3 .12 and agree

reasonably well with theoretical results, with observations made at símílar

northern latítudes, and with observations made at Scott Base during the

following summer. The prevaíling westward winds show a peak near 80 km,

whích ís approxímately 10 km higher than the location of the summer jet

observed at Adelaide. Equatorward wínds at Mawson show a similar increase

in the altítude of maximum flow. The increase in the altítude of maximum

zonal flow with increasing southern latitude during summer is possibly due
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to changes in the spectral dístríbution of vertically propagating gravity

qraves or the level at which wavebreakíng occurs, or both. The prevailing

winds observed at Townsville (figure 4.18) and Adelaide (fígure 4.27) show

good agreement wíth results presented by Manson et a1. (1985) shown ín

fígure 1.4.

Figure 4.2 showed the prevailing winds observed at Mawson on a

week-to-week basis. The zonal profiles tended to be the more orderly, and

as can be seen clearly in fígure 4.4, over the períod of observation, the

prevailíng zorral wind system r^ras being accelerated towards the east at all

levels, with the most rapid effects occuring at the highest altitudes. The

merídional winds rlrere generally dírected towards the equator at all levels,

although poleward flow was occasionally observed, often in assocíation wíth

geomagnetically active períods. Also during geomagnetically active

períods, ít was noted that both zonal and meridional profiles tend to be

less orderly than at other tímes. By comparison, the prevailing winds at

Townsville and Adelaíde are more orderly, showing smooth progressíon from

week to week at all altitudes.

The tidal results lor Townsví11e, Adelaide and }lawson confirm

other observatíons and are in accord with the theoretical predictions of

Forbes (1982a, b) shown ín fígures 1.6 and 1.7. These results show that at

Townsvíl1e, there is a sÈrong propagating diurnal tide and a relatively

weak variable semídiurnal tíde. At Adelaide a propagating diurnal tide was

observed, and the semidiurnal tide showed a similar week to week

variabílíty to that observed at Townsví1le, with slightly larger amplítudes

overa1l. The tidal analyses of the Mawson data have revealed that both the
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díurnal and semidiurnal tída1 systems are relatively weak and show

consíderable short-term variabilíty and mixed mode structure.

Comparíson of the diurnal tidal structure at Townsville and

Adelaide enabled the identifícatíon of the (1,1) propagating mode.

Examinati-on of the semídíurnal tidal structure at both sítes showed that at

Townsvílle a long vertical wavelength (-100 km) mode, possíbly the (2,2) or

(2,3) mode, was evident, while at Adelaíde a much shorter vertícal

wavelength (-30 km) mode was predomínant, possíbly the (2,5) or (2'6) mode.

The observatíon of higher-order semidiurnal modes at the hígher latitude

site of Adelaíde ís predicted theoretically (Forbes, 1982b) as shown in

fígure 1.7.

Theory (Forbes, I982a) predícts that a mixture of evanescent

tidal modes will dominate at high latítudes (see fígure 1.6). From the

results presented ín figure 4.8 for the week to week results from Mawson,

thís appears to be the case íf each week is regarded separately, as the

phase structure tends to vary líttle with altitude where amplítudes are

-1moderate (10ms - or more) and is generally erratíc where amplitudes are

1ess. hlhen the results for the whole observation period are averaged,

there ís some evídence to suggest that for the diurnal tide above 90 km

(figure 4.7) and for the semidíurnal tíde between 80 and 100 km (figure

4.1,2), relatively smal1 amplitude propagating modes may persist.

An estímatíon of the vertíca1 wavelength of this diurnal tídal

component can be made from figure 4.7 from the anticlockwise rotatíon of

the tidal vector from 90 to 98 km. It ís calculated to be between 60 km

(from tlne zona1- results) and 80 km (from the meridional results). The most

likely mode is again the (1,1) propagatíng mode.
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A similar calculatíon can be made for the semidíurnal results

shown in fígure 4.L2. For the zonal component, the vertical wavelength ís

estímated to be about 40 km, while for the meridional component, a value of

approxímately 20 km results. At Atlanta, Ahmed and Roper (1983) have

reported discrepancies of similar magnitudes for the zonal and meridional

estimates of the vertical wavelength of the semidiurnal tide made from data

gathered between August 1974 and February L978. During winter at Atlanta,

the vertical wavelength of the zonal component of the semidiurnal tide was

estimated to be 120 km, whíle the meridional component hras 63 km; in

summer, from data below 94 km in altítude, these wavelength components were

estimated to be 71 km and 150 km respectively.

The very sma11 values of amplitude between 80 and 90 km for both

zonal and meridional components at Mawson (figure 4.11) may lead to large

inaccuracies in phase at these heights and are likely to affect the

estímation of vertical wavelength. Nevertheless, the zorLal estimate is

probably the better result. 0n that basis it is proposed that the

semidiurnal tidal mode evident ín the long-term average results is the

(2,5) mode.

The diffícultíes ín modellíng the effects of tides in the 80 to

100 km altítude region, whích were dj-scussed in chapter 1 of this thesis

above 90 km respectívely and figures 4.14 and 4.15 for the semidíurnal tíde

ín the same altitude ranges. These figures show that large fluctuations in

amplitude and phase were present ín both tidal components duríng most of

January 1982. 0f these figures, the semidiurnal results show the greatest
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varíability. fn partícu1ar fígure 4.15, for the semidiurnal phase above

90 km, índícates that the zonal and meridional components of phase remaín

relatively steady for several days before jumping approximately 6 hours to

other relatívely steady values (Macleod and Víncent, 1985). The joint

presence of several hígher order semidiurnal modes could be responsible for

this behavíour.

For the díurnal tide above 90 km, there are relatíve1y large

fluctuations ín amplítude and phase evídent ín fígure 4.10, but the mean

phase results show a simílar línear trend in both zonal and merídíonal

components, whích amounts to an íncrease of about 4 hours during January

1982. The separatíon between the mean phase components remains

approximately constant, with the zona1- component leading the meriodíonal by

about 6 hours.

The jumps observed for the semídíurnal phases above 90 km (fígure

4.15), and the relatívely slow íncrease in the phase of the díurna1

components above 90 km (figure 4.10) are reminiscent of the statíonarity

hypothesís proposed by Bernard (198lb), and discussed ín sectíon 1.3.3.

Bernard (19S1b) calculated that the equivalent gravity waves of the (2,3),

(2,4), (2,5) and (2,6) modes would require 4.2,6.t,8.0 and 10.1 days

respectíve1y to travel around the earth and so attain statíonaríty. These

periods axe close to the períods of relative stabílity shown ín fígure

4.15. Much slower travel tímes are predicted for the equivalent gravity

waves of díurnal modes. Bernard (1981b) quotes fígures of 11.9 days for

the (1r1) mode artd 27.3 days for the (1,3) mode. Wíth such long periods of

time requíred for diurnal modes to attain stationaríty, ít is unlíkely that
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the step-like díscontínuites ín phase observed in the semidiurnal results

of figure 4.I5, would be observed for the diurnal tide.

The results of the spectral analysis shown in figure 4.16 show

good agreement wíth other results discussed. Johnson and Luhman (1985)

have proposed that the response of the atmosphere at the 86 km level to

geomagnetíc activity depends on whether well established tidal fields are

present on the average. If tidal fíelds are well establíshed, Johnson and

Luhman maintain that íncreased geomagnetic actívity results in a reductíon

of por{er ín 1ow frequency components and vice versa. The average tidal

fields observed at Mawson were not particularly well establíshed, and the

large spectral components near three to four days evident in figure 4.16

support the contention of Johnson and Luhman.

An examinatíon of the root mean square gravity wave amplitudes of

waves wíth períods between 2 an.d 12 hours at Townsville, Adelaide, Poker

Flat and Mawson showed that the southern hemisphere results are smaller

than the result from Poker Flat. There ís insufficient evidence to suggest

that the spectral energy contained ín gravity e/aves of these periods varies

sígníficantly between the hemispheres, but further investigation is

recommended.

After the author's experíence ín the Antarctic there h¡ere several

obvíous recommendations to be made ín order to improve the performance of

the PRI4I system at Mawson; most of these have already been implemented.

These ínclude more robust external supporting structures, crossed receiver

dípoles at the receíving sítes and the provísion of a minicomputer to make

real-time wínd observations. Thís has resulted in a sysÈem which a11ows
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more frequent observations to be made and should allow studíes of gravity

r{aves, in additíon to the longer períod phenomena discussed in thís thesis.

Further results from Mawson wí11 be presented ín due course.

The provisíon of a minicomputer not only improves the effícíency

of. the system to make wínd estimates, but also dramatically reduces the

amount of computer tape required to store the results. The output from the

system now is magnetic tape containing wínd estímates, rather than raw data

from whích wínd estimates must be obtained. The number of tapes needed for

the present configuration ís conservatively estímated to be fifty tímes

less than that needed for the system described ín this thesis. This is an

excellent feature; however there are good reasons to retain some examples

of the rahl data. Mawson ís a uníque síte geographíca1ly and

geomagnetically and there are several phenomena, including aurorae and

Polar Cap Absorbtion (PCA) events, whose study could well benefit from a

thorough examínatíon of xaw data gathered at the appropriate time with the

PRW system. Also it is recommended that this equipment be used to estimate

electron concentrations (see chapter 3 for details of the method), which

would not only assíst in the interpretation of local phenomena, but would

also be invaluable for comparative purposes.

It has been mentioned several times in this thesis that space for

aería1 arrays ís becoming relatívely scarce at Mawson. This ís mainly due

to the fact that such semi-permanent structures have traditíonal1y been

mounted on the límíted amount of exposed rock at Mawson. Tf suitable

fíttíngs could be devi-sed, there should be no reason hthy aeríal arrays

could not be erected over the Antarctíc plateau, whích extends to the east,
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r/rrest and south of Mawson base. The Antarctic plateau rises sharply over

relatively short dístances from Mawson so that within a few kilometres of

the base, the íce thickness can be measured in hundreds of metres. As

plateau ice is salt free, ít ís effectívely dielectric and the possibilíty

that transmítting aeríals míght be placed directly on the ice plateau and

operated in a free space mode should not be overlooked. If the plateau

could be used for siting aerials, it would mean that virtually unlimíted

space would be avaí1able and could provide a substantial increase ín the

sensitivity of the system íf a large receiving array r{Iere constructed.

The author is confídent that aerials placed on the ice plateau

would work, and thís raises anoÈher possíbility for extending the work in

the Antarctic. A traverse van, fítted wíth a transportable PRW transmitter

and receíver could be used for obtainíng mesospheric wínd estimates and

electron concentratíons almost anywhere on the Antarctic contínent.

Traverse trains are commonly used by Australian expeditions in the

Antarctíc and are able to support themselves for several months at a tíme.

A traverse van, suitably equipped, could be towed to any site, where

transmíttíng and receíving arrays would be pegged out on the ice; a

portable generator would then be used to poe¡er the system. In good weather

this could be accomplished ín a very short tíme. Such a system would allow

studies of the polar cap region, the southern magnetospheric cusp regíon

and any part of the southern auroral oval.

tides

would

Information on longitudinal variations in the prevailing winds,

and gravity li¡ave spectra, partícu1ar1y at high southern 1atítudes

be of partícular value to the task of atmospheric modelling.
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Australia has 3 bases on the Antarctic maínland all close to 70oS and each

has well maíntaíned and relatívely powerful (-30 kw) transmitting

fací1ítíes for base communications. If suitable aerial arrays could be

províded, ít should not be too great a task to modify the communications

equipment so that it can be used for atmospheric sounding purposes. A

receíving system símílar to the one presently installed at Mawson would be

needed at each síte, this would províde the sígnals appropriate for PRI,¡

work and would be used to analyse the received sígnals. Transmissíon eould

then be íntegrated wíth the base communícations; a cooperative undertakíng

líke this is recommended.
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I. INTRODU(TION

Observations of mesospheric and lower thermospheric
winds have been made at mid-latitudes for many years,

but to date there have been relatively few measurements
made at high latitudes. Measurements at high latitudes
are important for a number of reasons. Amongst these
are the need to investigate latitudinal and longitudinal
changes in the prevailing circulation, as well as possible
hemispheric differences. Information about tides at
high latitudes is also important since theory suggests
that the modal composition of the diurnal and
semidiurnal tides will change with latitude. For
example, at high latitudes the evanescent modes are
expected to be dominant for the diurnal tide, so
measurements at these Iatitudes will help to determine
the contribution of these modes at midlatitudes where
there is a mixture of evanescent and propagating
modes.

Some long sequences of wind observations using the
meteor technique were reported for Heiss Island (81"N,
55'E) and Molodezhnaya (68'5, a5"E) by LyssNxo ¿r

al.(1979). They analyzed the winds into prevailing and
tidal components, but, because of the lack of height
finding equipment, the results must be referred to a
mean height of 94 km with no height variations being
available. Euonn and Munnlv (1960) also carried out
meteor-wind measurements at Mawson Base (ó8"S,

63'E) during 1957-1958. However, their results were
restricted by low meteor echo rates.

0021 9ló9/85$3m+.m
O 1985 Pergamon Pr6s Ltd

The MST radar facility at Poker Flat (65"N, 147"W)

operating at VHF frequencies has been used to measure

winds both by observing echoes from turbulent
irregularities (C,tnrnr and BALsLEY, 1982) and from
meteor trails (Avrnv et al., 1983). Recently, Fnnssn
(1984) summarized the first wind observations made

with a partial reflection (PR) spaced antenna system

located at Scott Base (78"S, 1ó8'E). Fraser presented

observations showing the prevailing zonal (EW) and

meridional (NS) winds in the 70-100 km height range

measured in December 1982 (summer).

Here we discuss preliminary observations of the
prevailing and tidal winds measured using PR spaced

antenna methods at Mawson Base. The measurements

were carried out in December 1981 and January 1982.

In Section 2 the equipment and data analysis methods
are outlined. The prevailing circulation is discussed in
Section 3, while in Section 4 the tidal oscillátions are
presented.

2. EQUIPMENT AND DATÀ ANALYSIS

The system used for the measurements was basically
the same as that used in previous observations made at
the lowlatitude site of Townsville (VtnceNr and Ball,
1981). Pulsed transmissions were used at a frequency of
1.94 MHz witha pulse length of 30 ps and peak powers

of 10-15 krW. The pulse repetition frequency was 20 Hz.

The transmitting antenna consisted of 4 folded dipoles

Observations of winds in the Antarctic summer mesosphere using
the spaced antenna technique

R. MncLEop
Mawson Institute for Antarctic Research, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5001, Australia

and

R. A. VtNceI.¡r

Physics Department, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5001, Australia

(Receiued in fnal form 3l O ctober 1984J

Abstract-Observations of winds in the ó0-100 km height range were made at Mawson (68"5, 63"E) during
December 1981 and January 1982 with the MF spaced antenna technique. The prevailing winds are in accord
with other recent observations made at high latitudes and show a peak in the zonal wind near 80 km
with westward winds of 30 m s- r. The meridional winds maximize near 90 km with an equatorward flow of
l0 m s- 1. The diurnal tidal components are -in ¡easonable agreement with recent modd predictions, especi-
ally in phase. The amplitudes tend to be larger than the model values. The semidiurnal tide is not as stable
as the diurnal tide and shows evidence for interference effects between dillerent modes.
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alr¿lngc(l in a squarc ancl phasctl to transnrit cilcularly
polariz.od rv¿rvcs. LJsr¡ally, thc O-nroclc of polarizatiotr
wlrs t¡scrl

'l'hc rcccivirrg lrìtcnrìirs wcrc llrll-wirvr: tli¡rolus
srrs¡lctrtlctl l0 rtt rrhovc gtrlurtrl 'l hrcc lurlcrrrrirs wcrc
usccl, llrangccl in thc forur of arr ct¡uilirtt:r:rl triirnglc
with a basic spucing ol ló5 nl (l.ll). Thc signals lì'onr
each ¿rntenn¿ wt:rc l'ed via coaxi¿rl c¿rblc back to a

central rccciving und cor.rtlol builcling, whcrc thcy wcle
connected to scp¿rrate receivcrs.'lht: whole systern was
phase-coherent, rvith the leceiver outputs corrsisting of
in phase trnd c¡uaclrattìre compollents, so that tlrc
conrplcx ccho ¿rnlplitudcs wr:re rccorulcd. Thc dual-
chirnnel signals wcre sampled at 2 km hei¡;ht intervals
ovor a 40 krn lrcight llngc irnd digitizcd with an [ì-bit
A/D. Thc digitizcd signals at cach hcight ¿rnd lor cach
rcccivct ((r channcls in lll) wcrc :tvclaged by a

microptocessor over 8 successive pulses, so that thc
ellective sam pling rate was 2.5 Hz. The signals were then
storccl ou mlgnetic tape lor subsec¡ucnt ânalysis in
Adela idc

It is notccl that the avcraging ovcr lì pulscs ol thc
conrplex signzrl cor rcs¡:rol-rds to coherent integration,
becirusc the echocs did not charìgc their rmplitudc or
phase signifìcantly in 0.4 s, whilc thc noisc w¿rs

incohe ¡'ent fl'om onc pulse to thc next. T'his integration
lecl to an 8-lbld implovemcnt in the powor sigrral-to-
noise r¿rtio and paltially cornpensatcd lor the small
ant€nnas and low mean transmjtter powers used.

'fhe whole system was undeÌ microproccssor
control, with receiver gains being rLutornatically
adjusted to cornpcnsate for the charrgc in me¿n echo
strcngths with lrciglrt ¿ìnd time. f)nt¿r wclc collcclerl
ovcr tlrc: hciglrt rirngc ó0 100 krn in 2 nrin lrlocks, with
six such blocks pcr-hour

-fhr: cl¿rta wcrc u¡lirlvzed with lhc so-callcrl hrll
collcl¿rtiorr analysis (1,'(lA) nrctlrod in wlrich thc
tcrn¡roral ruto- and cross-corrcl¿rtion fi¡nctions ¿u'e

r¡scd, Sincc thc coniplcx signals wcrc lvítil¿rble, tlìc
corn plc,r co rrcl¿r t ion lìr nctiorìs wore corìl pr.r tod ¿r¡rtl uscd
in lhe anllysis l)ctails o[ thc F(]r\ antl lhc rcjection
criteria uscd may be founcl in Btrccs (l9tl4).

As thc prcviriling and ticlal wincls werc ol' plinrary
ilrtcrcst, tlrc individual 2 nrin wìnd values obtrincd ¿rt

each hcight worc irvcragcd to givc an hourly nlc¿ìn

v¿rluc, l.lowcvcr, it w¿s k¡untl that, with this mcthod,
lnany ol' the dat¿r wero beine, rojccted bccause ol' thc
frequcnt occurrcnce of inadequate signal-to-noisc
ratio 'fhis was cspecially thr: case at the lowcst heights.
ln orcl¡:r to iniprove the qLrtlity ol'the data a diffcrent
technic¡ue w¿rs thcrefore devcloped. The ó individual
unnonn¿lized cross-correlation fur-rctions calcul¿rtcd
for a given height in a given hour were averaged and
thcn normalizcd using the three nrean sc¡uarc signal

strorrglhs lor th¿rt hou¡. 'l'hc nìcln itutr)-c()rrclalltt¡r
lì¡nctions wcrc cirlct¡l¿Llcrl in thu slunc ¡lr¿ulnor 'l'lris

incoltcrcrl I irvcr irgirrg ol I llc co r rclr¡I iott Iu ttcl ions is I ltr:

s¡rircctl :r tr lc rurir ir r ur logrrc ol I ltr: irrco ltcr crr l ir vcr rr¡1itt¡l ol

ll()wcr sl)cctr ir ollcn rrsctl tlrrr rlr¡¡ I )o¡l¡rlcr tvrttl stt¡tlics

¡lr¡<le u,itll MS'I rltlrrrs ln thc ¡rrcscrrt elsc ir u,/(r
inrplovcrnenI irr ¡rowel sigrral-lo-noise should havc

resultcd. An improvenrcut olthis ordcl w¿ts fot¡nd ancl

lhc arnot¡nt ol'¿rvrril¿r[rlc rlatl irrr:rcusccl [rv a l"¿tclol of
abor¡[ two.

ln all 3448 hourly wind virlLrcs ovcr thc hcight rangc
60 100 knr wcrc availablc lirr subscqucnl arralysis.

liigurc Ishows tþeil clistribution with heiglit,
intliclting that nrost wind vllr¡cs wcrc obtlinctl irt

hcights lbovc tì0 km.'f he distribrrtion is vcry sinrillr to
tlrat givcn by [.'tr,rsuu ( l9tl4) l'or Scolt lìirsc, whicll hltl rr

nr¿rxinrurn irt hcrglrts nc¿rr 90 knr. Sinril¿rr to linrscr', wc
lound that the limes when obscrvations wcrc possiblc
rvele sprcucl c¡uitc cvcrrly ls l h¡rtction oI tinrc
tlrloLrglrout tlrc day This is in contr¿rst to thc clir¡rrr¿rl

vari¿rtion louncl ¿rt nrid-latitucles (VtNcttN r, l9tl-l)

TOIAL NUMTER OF RFIORI]S ]41,8 ( óO _100 KM )
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3. THE PREVAILING WINDS

Figures 2a and b show the mean zonal and
meridional wind profiles observed at Mawson during
the period mid-December l98l to 3l January 1982. For
clarity, error bars have been omitted, but typical
standard errors for the means range from about
l0 m s-r at the lower heights to about 2 m s-1 at the
upper levels. Observations made in summer periods at
Poker FIat (Cnnrnr and Bemlev, 1982) and Scott
Base (Fnnsnn, 1984) are shown for comparison.
Representative profiles from the zonal wind models of
CIRA (1972) and the meridional wind model of Gnovrs
(1969) are also given.

All three sets of observations show the zonal flow to
be westward at most heights. The Mawson values are,

however, somewhat smaller in magnitude than those
observed at the other locations. The data profiles for the
meridional wind components also show the same

behaviour (after reversing Poker Flat to allow for the

change in hemisphere). The differences in magnitude
may reflect diflerences between hemispheres and also
the effect of interannual variability, but it is probable

ZONAL

ó0

-10 0 10

AMPLITUDE {mí1)

Fig. 2b. As for Fig. 2a, except for the meridional component
(northward positive).

that it is also caused by the timing of the present

observations with respect to the summer solstice. The
Mawson data were taken primarily in January and, as

shown in Fig. 3, the prevailing winds were tending to
change systematically with time. Particularly at 94 km,
there was a clear trend in both the EW and NS
components to become more eastward and southward
(poleward) as January progressed.

One notable feature of Fig. 2 is that all three stations
show wind profiles that are at variance with the models.

The summer westward jet at 70' in the CIRA (1972)

model peaks at heights below 70 km. In contrast, the

observed jet maximizes near 80 km. A more recent

model constructed specifically for the southern
hemisphere by Kosunrrov (1983) shows somewhat

better agreement with the observations, but with the jet
still peaking between 7O and75 km at a latitude of70'.
The observations strongly suggest that the models need

revision for high latitudes.
The meridional winds also show a maximum, with

equatorward flow maximizing near 90 km with
velocities of about 1O-20 m s-1. The Mawson
observations are in general accord with previous

observations of the meridional flow near the summer

mesopause at high latitude sites. Latitudinal variations
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Fig. 2a. Mean zonal wind (eastward positive) as a function of
height at Mawson, summer 198l/1982 (solid line). The open
circles and crosses refer to summer observations taken at
Poker Flat (Crnmn and Berslsy, 1982) and Scott Base

(Fnmnn, 1984), respectively.
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Fig. -i Four tlay avcl'zrges of the meirn win<l at 84 and 94 kln
¿rltitu(le l)loltcd as a lunction ol time

and tlìe signifìcance ol the rel¿rtively high specds have
been tlisbtrssr:cl rcce rrtll by N,rsluout ct ul. (1982) lrncl
fir,rsrrr 1198,1).

4. r'¡U,: Tu)^t, oscll_r.^'t'toNS

Thc data rvcrc h¿rnnonically analyzed in ortler to
obtain thc prcvriìing wintls and thc iulpliludc arrd
phascs oI the d iu¡'¡ral ancl semidi urnal tidal oscillations
ln orclcr to study lhe'stc:rdy'or nlean st¿tc ol thc titlcs,
all tlrt: rlll.l ir t ir givcrr hcigh t wcrc tccu nl u l¿tto(l in suc:h a

wiÌy as to prod uce ¿r tinre series for one 'ellèctive cl ay'. In
t his w.ry thc cflects of tr¿r nsien t o r s ho l t term cffects wel c
p¿trtìally avc|irgcd out.

(a)'l'hc liurnul tilc

Figurcs 4n a¡ld b show the diurn¿l unr¡rlittrtlcs rLntl

phases [or tlrc zoli¿rì ¿rncl nreridionll ra,itrd conr¡xrnents,
rcs¡-rcctivcly Â1r,lLin. cr ror l)lls h¡rvc bccn ornittccl lìl
clarity, but [ypiurlly the uncertainty in the arnpli-
tude range ft-onr -l-2 3 rn s 1 at thc lorvcl hcights tt'r

f l 2 rrr s r ¿rt thc rrppcl' lcvcls; tlre cor rcs¡rondirrrr
errors in phasc alo + I -2 h and 10.5 I h On the s¿rnrc

diagrams ¿rre shown the mean arnplitudes alrd phascs

for Pokcr Flat for sunlmer taken from C'¡rtlul¡. ancl

B¡Lst-r¡v (l9tì2) ancl lor Decernber l9tJl ancl January
19u2, i.e. winter. The latter d¿rt¿r were obtained usírìg
nretcor echoes and were provided by Avrtrv (l9iì3). Tlre
dottcd line inclicates the expcctetl r'esponse as takerì
from the recent thcoretic¿l morlcl oI F-onl¡ns (l9tì2a)
'lheactual v¿rlucs werc takcn l'ronr thc tabulrtions givcn
by lìounns ancl Grlr-rrrrri ( 1982) ancl rcl'cr to ¿r lat itucle ol
6ó'' and the summer scason. Thc corrcsponding rnodcl
vllr¡cs lol rvrrrler slrow vury sirrrilar'¡rhlscs, bLrt

sonrcwhat slnallcr arnplitudcs.
'fhe nr¿rin fe¿rtL¡rcs of thc rcsr¡lts rrlc thc gootl

¿rgr cclrìcnt in ¡rhrrsc [or t hc M ¿rwso n l ¡ld s u rn ¡ncr l)o kcr
Iìl:rt obscrvltions írntl tlrc nlotlcl prcrlictiorrs. T'irkirrg
irìto ¿rccourìt thc crrc¡rs. tho obscrvations indic¿rtc th¿rt

EW oscill¿r tic)ns iu'c in phasc a¡rtl tha t thc NS
oscill¿rtiorrs iLrc in anti-phzrsc [or op¡-rosite hcrnisphcres,
which shows the predominancc ol symmctric lnodes.
Furtherrnore, thc ¿rlnrost constant phase structurc with
height shows th¿rt, ¿s is cxpcctccl at high latitr¡rlcs, it is

the cv¿urcsccnt rnotles which clonlin¿rts.
Thc Pokcr li'lut sr¡nrnrcrtiruc unr¡rlitrrrlr:s urc

a¡rprcciir bly larger t han 1h osc obscrvccl ¿r t M uwson, bu t

this is vcly plobably due to thc ilillercnt rvays tlrc tlirta
wcro unalyzecl.'l'hc Pokcr Ì.-lat aml)liturlcs wcrc
otrtainerl by averaging the urt¡tlitudts ¡rroducecl b-y thc
hannonic analyses of intlivid uLrl d:rys d atr (C¡tlr,.u a ncl

B¡r sr-r'r', 1982), whcre:rs tlrc p|esen1 ilnillysis ctrr-
tcs¡rontls l(ì ;t \,(:cl()riirl i¡vcrlrgc rvlticlt (;rkcs itrtrr
¿rccor.¡r.rt bt¡th i¡nrlllituclc antl ¡rhiLsc. l- ot conr¡rar isort
pulposes thr: lVl¿rwson clatir welc rc-anulyze<l on :L tlrrilv
[rasis iur<l thc lrnrplitutlcs wcrc uvon¡gctl 'l y¡ric;rl vlLlrrcs

lor btlth cliul n¿l conìporìcnls irc lb()ul. l0 rn s I irt

84km¿ncl l3 nrs 1 irt94krn. Asexpectccl, thcrclrtlr¡cs
arc sonrcryllrt lalgcl tlran the \cctor¡iìl avctitgt: rcsrrlts
shown in lìig 4.

'['hc Pokcr' È'lat winter tlltta wcrLÌ avct ltgct.i

vcctoriallv. Thc rvilrtc¡ rcsrrl(s shon' \'cr v srììitll
amplilurlcs, which partially arecorrnts fol lhc crr'¿rtic

phasc bchavior¡r with hcight. Ncvclthclcss. thc frW

¡rhrrscs irr pallicrrlar show gcrrcrirl irgr('('nìcrìl rvilh tllc
l\lawson phascs ancl thosc lol l)okcr l-lat ¡rì sr.¡nlrncr

Irurther evidence for thc basic stabilit¡.'ol thc ticlrrl
phltscs [or thc sunrrlcr soirson conrc lrorn lhc nìcteor'

wind dlrta obt¿rinccl :rt Moloduzhnr\/ir l.ysltNKo c/ ¿rl

(1979) rc¡rort rncirr ¡rhirscsof':rlrout I9 ll urttl I h lìrr Ihc
l;W ¿rntl NS rlit¡¡-n¿rl tidcs, rcs¡rcctivcll', fbr l)cc:utttbcr
arì(l .l¿rrìu¿rry. As notcd, thcsc otrscrv¿ttions rc[cr
lo iì rììclrì lrciglrl ol 9-[ kr¡ I'llcre i:r exr:cllcrl rr¡lrt:c

nrcnt with thc Mawsor.r obscrvatic¡ns. []owcvc¡', tlrc

Molodezlrnaylr lrrrplituclcs arc c¡rilc largc in corn-

¡rirrisott, bcittg lrboul I 5 nl s I lor- tlrc liW c(ìrììJ)()rlr)rìl

¿rrrtl ol'theolrlcr ol l0rns' lìrrIhc NScoru¡roltc¡lt. It is

not cle ar w hct her th is rs d ue to avcraging olu rr ¡-rlit urlcs
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Although the Mawson diurnal amplitudes are in
general agreement with the values from the Fonn¡s
(1982a) model at heights below 85 km, it is apparent
that there is a discrepancy at higher altitudes. The
observed amplitudes tend to grow with height, whereas
the theoretical amplitudes decay rapidly, which is the
expected behaviour for evanesc€nt modes generated at
lower heights. It is noteworthy that the Poker Flat

amplitudes also show some evidence for growth with
height. It may well be that these observations indicate
that there is an unresolved in situ tidal source.

þ)'f he semidirunal tide

Height profiles of the semidiurnal tidal amplitudes
and phases are given in Figs. 5a and b. The uncertainties

a

12 16

PHA SE

?0 00

{hrl
18

Fig.4a. Amplitudes and phase of the mean zonal component of diurnal tide at Mawson (solid line) and Poker
Flat. The model data are from Fonnas (1982a), The phaserare-the time of maxirnum eastwarù-wind. -
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Fig. 4b' As for Fig. 4a, except fo¡ the meridional component. The phase refers to the time of maximum
northward wind.
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in the amplitudes and phases are similar to those for the
diurnal tide, although thère is a significant degree of
uncertainty ofseveral hours in the phases ofboth wind
components at heights near 85 km, where the
amplitudes al Mawson are small.

In gcneral, thc nmplitudcs and phascs show more
variability with hcight tlran was Ihc case for thc diurnal
tide. ln pitrticular, the pronounced nrinima observed in
the amplitudes at 85 km is probably caused by
interfere nce between cliflerent wave componen ts. Thèse
coultl be cluc to upgoing and downgoing waves, br¡t arc
rnost likcly tJuc to inlcrl'crcncc bctwccn thc v¿rrious
scmi<liurnirl nrorlcs, which lrc bclicvctl to cxist with
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similar amplitucles in the 80 100 krn rcgion (Fonnr's,
1982b). The slrong amplitutle growth slrown by the
Fonsns ( 1982b) model calculatiorrs in F-ig. 5 is not orrly
due to the wave grolyth with height associated with
propagating modes, but alscr to constructivc inter-
lerence bctween modes. Othcr rrr<'dcls (c.g. Aso r,t a/.,
I9tì2) also slrow thceflects of conslrucf ivo inlcrlcrcncc
As l'-onuris ( l9tì4) notcs, thc joint prcscncc ol thc (2,2),
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kind of behaviour is shown in Fig.6, which shows a time
series ol the semidiurnal amplitudes and phases flor a
mean height of 94 km. It is notable that the phases show
some stability lor periods of a few days before jumping
by approximately 6 h to other relatively steady vaiues.

Despite the above remarks, there is, on the whole,
good agreement between the model and observed
phases. Where the amplitudes are largest, above 90 km,
the EW component leads the NS component by about
3 h (i.e. 90"), which is expected in the southern
hemisphere. The general in phase behaviour o[ the
Mawson and Poker Flat EW components and the
approximate anti-phase (6 h) phase diflerence (above
90 km) in the NS component, suggests the dominance
of symmetric modes.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The observations of mesospheric winds made in the
summer o1 198111982 at Mawson Base in Antarctica

SEM I DIURNAL 1 OAY RUNNING T4EAN 92 ,91,9ó Xü----- MER|0toNAt

- 

ZONAL

20 l0

Winds in the Antarctic surnnter nresosplrcrc 573

agree well with recent observations made at other
locations. The prevailing westward winds show a peak
near 80 km, which is some l0-15 km higher than the
location o[thc summer jet maximum at Adelaide (35.S)
(Vtrcerr, 1984). Similarly, the strong equatorward
winds also maximize some 10 km higher than the
maximum meridional flow measured at Adelaide. It is
believed that breaking gravity waves and the associatcd
momentum deposition play an important role in
determining the mean flow in the mesosphere, so it is
possible, there[ore, that the upward tilt of the westward
jet maximum with increasing latitude may indicate
changes with latitude in the wave flux and/or their
breaking levels.

Comparisons of the atmospheric tides observed at
Mawson with those observed at poker Flat, which is at
a similar latitude in the northern hemisphere, show
many areas of agreement. The diurnal tide appears to
be dominated by qym¡4çlric eyanescentmodes. While
there is excellent agreement with the diurnal phase
predicted by FoneEs (l9ï2a) model, the observed
amplitudes tend to be larger than predicted. This may
indicate an unresolved in situheatingsource.

The semidiurnal tide observed at Mawson does not
seem as stable as the diurnal tide. However, the average
values indicate some accord with other observations
and with the model. The pronounced maxima and
minima which appear in the amplitude height profiles
suggest interference between several diflerent modes.

It can be expected that further observations with the
Mawson partial reflection system will lead to a better
understanding of the dynamics of the Antarctic
mesosphere. In the light of the experience gained with
the first measurements which we have described here, a
number of improvements have been made to the
system. These include the provision of a minicomputer
to make real time wind calculations, which will enable
more frequent observations to be taken. This will in
turn allow the study of gravity waves, ¿ts well as the
longer term wind phenomena discussed in this paper.
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